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Introduction 
 In February 2011, Undergraduate Student Government (USG) President Michael 

Yaroshefsky and Vice President Catherine Ettman met to discuss the USG’s annual 

priorities. According to USG surveys of undergraduate priorities, academic issues 

consistently ranked at the top of student priorities.  Despite this, improving academic life in 

general was a student concern that was chronically underserved both by the USG’s own 

initiatives and the university at large. With Dean of the College Nancy Malkiel’s retirement 

announced for July 2011, the transition that would soon take place provided a timely 

opportunity for the USG to assess academic life. 

 It is difficult for the USG to influence academic policies because changing them 

often requires more than a one-year USG term.  Academic policy proposals must appear 

multiple times before various university committees that meet infrequently.  For example, 

the 2009 pass/D/fail policy change was the result of USG Academics Chair Ben Lund ‘10 

serving two consecutive terms and seeing through 

various revisions of the proposal as it progressed 

through committees.  Aside from this, most recent 

USG academic policy has been devoted to opposing 

or mitigating the effects of the University’s grading 

policy, which was adopted by the faculty in 2005.   

 Since 2000, the administration has 

commissioned 17 reports and task forces, on topics ranging from campus sustainability to 

eating club relations, yet there has been no comparable initiative to improve teaching and 

learning.  Under Dean of the College Nancy Malkiel’s leadership, some of the 

administration’s foremost academic projects had been developing the residential colleges and 

establishing a University-wide grading policy, known by students as “grade deflation.”  The 

latter project seemed at odds with students’ interests, so this issue monopolized the campus 

discourse on academics.  As a result, more general conversations about academic life seemed 

to be overshadowed by the grading policy. 

USG Priorities Survey: February 2010 
Academics: Grading Policy 2.9 
Academics: General Improvements 2.9 
Student Life 3.1 
Frist Gallery, Dining Halls, and 
Eating Clubs 3.5 
Campus Facilities 4.0 
Service and Sustainability 4.6 

N= 1198 Students 
Lower number indicates higher priority 
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 The transitional period in the Office of the Dean of the College, which would be 

accompanied by a temporary lull in academic policy changes, was an ideal time to prepare 

something that would convey students’ academic concerns to the new Dean of the College.  

Since the administration’s primary vehicle for change over the past decade has been the task 

force and subsequent report, this seemed like the ideal method for understanding and 

addressing student concerns.  Yaroshefsky and Ettman therefore conceived the Academic 

Life Total Assessment (ALTA) as a way to brief the new Dean of the College on the current 

state of academics and provide recommendations on how to improve it.  This report 

documents the findings of the ALTA committee, a culmination of over one year of research, 

analysis, and discussion involving students, faculty, and administrators.  

Who We Are 
 The ALTA committee is comprised of three groups. It is student-led and has an 

advisory board composed of faculty and administrators. The student committee consists of 

eight students, five from the USG, and three appointed from the student body at large.  

These students are concentrating in a range of fields: The Woodrow Wilson School, 

Economics, Classics, Operations Research and Financial Engineering, Mathematics, and 

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. Three committee members have had significant 

academic experiences abroad, and one student is pre-med.  

 The advisory board that has guided the student committee from the beginning 

consists of three administrators and seven faculty members. These administrators come 

from the offices of the Dean of the College, the McGraw Center, and the Office of 

Religious Life.  The faculty members also come from a variety of departments, such as 

Anthropology, Classics, Computer Science, and Politics. The administrators have provided 

perspectives on changing policy, and the faculty members have offered us insight from their 

respective departments.  Together, they have provided invaluable guidance to the ALTA 

student committee. 

Our Goals and Our Story 
From the outset, we identified two goals for our project:  
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1.) To provide detailed, candid snapshots of undergraduate academic life at 

Princeton from a variety of perspectives, and  

2.) To suggest ways to improve academic life based on our research and 

opportunities we identify. 

  

 Given these goals, we considered the various ways in which we could conduct 

research on the academic landscape. We identified two methods by which we could best 

learn about and share undergraduate academic experiences: profiling select students and 

surveying all undergraduates.  

 We believed that student profiles would be personal, detailed, and compelling. And, 

in profiling students, we would gain even more insight into the academic experiences of 

Princeton undergraduates that were different than our own. But, given the small sample size 

of the profiles, they would not provide us the full breadth of student experiences. Therefore, 

we also decided to conduct a survey of all Princeton undergraduates on a range of academic 

topics—from precepts, to the academic calendar, to the pass/D/fail policy. 

This Report 
 Our profile section, which begins on page 4, is composed of the students’ personal 

reflections on their academic experiences, as well as a snapshot of each profilee’s weekly 

schedule. This section of our report shows the role of academics in students’ lives and 

students’ abilities to balance their academic, extracurricular, and social commitments.   

 Our survey section, which begins on page 55, is composed of three parts. These 

three parts correspond to three portions of our 12-week academic semester. The first section 

focuses on the beginning of the semester, specifically course selection. The second section 

focuses on academics during the semester, such as precepts, collaboration, and tutoring. The 

third section focuses on the end of the semester, such as grading and the examination 

period. Each section includes relevant data from our survey. More importantly, each section 

includes our recommendations to improve academic life. 
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Student Profiles and 
Calendars 
 

One of our earliest decisions as a committee was to take a snapshot of undergraduate 

academic life by developing in-depth profiles of students.  The goal was to share individuals’ stories 

in a detailed and personal way that a survey could not achieve.  We also wanted this to be an 

opportunity for us to identify topics that we could later investigate more rigorously through a survey.   

 We sought to make these profiles as representative of Princeton as we could, so we began by 

taking a simple random sample of 50 Princetonians.  Our data set included these students’ academic 

concentrations, class years, and their hometowns. Then, we tried to understand what extracurricular 

perspectives these students would bring to the report.  Finally, we used this information to select a 

sample of 14 students who we felt represented a cross-section of Princeton.  Of this initial group, 

seven continued to the end (the others either declined because they did not have enough time or 

were concerned about their privacy).  To compensate for the lost perspectives of individuals who 

declined to participate, we supplemented the group with two others we identified, bringing the final 

number of profiles to nine.  These final selections were done simply by choosing individuals we 

knew who would bring perspectives that were lacking.   

 To develop these profiles, the committee created a set of questions.  These questions fit into 

four categories: major academic decisions, stressors and challenges, extracurriculars, and daily 

routine.  (The questions we used are located in the appendix.)  Based on these guiding questions, we 

asked the students to write a basic profile of themselves.  The ALTA committee read each profile 

and then gave feedback to the profilees to make revisions. The feedback generally involved asking 

further questions to add more detail to the profiles.  Each profile underwent between three and five 

revisions to ensure each of the questions was answered and sufficient details were provided.  To 

further demonstrate the sheer number of commitments students have, and the various ways students 
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manage their time, we also asked the profilees to keep a log of their activities during one week.  

These logs are represented as calendars, shown in the images following each profile.   

 Combined, these nine profiles provide an inside look into the rationale behind a number of 

important decisions students make.  These profiles go into far greater detail than any survey could 

hope to achieve, because we worked to make the profiles match the individuals rather than force 

them to comply with a strict style.  Each profile is written in the student’s unique voice.  We hope 

these profiles provide faculty and administrators with information about how students experience 

academics at Princeton, especially since the student experience may have changed significantly since 

their time in college.  Further, some of the stressors and challenges these students bring to light 

motivate our research and recommendations in the survey section. 
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Deana ‘15 
Deana, a freshman from New York, describes her interactions with Princeton professors and 
students since she arrived on campus in September. As Deana navigates her first semester 
here, she’s recognizing the importance of time management and personal time.  Deana hopes to 
establish stronger connections with upperclassmen so that she can acquire more advice about 
major selection and study skills. 
 
 
 
 

 
 Before coming to Princeton, I was nervous about which courses to take. While I wanted my 

first semester of freshman year to be a time of exploration, I also wanted to remain cognizant of the 

different distribution requirements and the pre-requisites needed for any major that I wanted to take. 

 During the summer, I wanted to familiarize myself with Princeton’s courses and all that 

Princeton had to offer me. The Princeton community provided many web and print resources 

throughout the summer. I skimmed through the Undergraduate Announcement and 

princeton.edu/welcometigers for advice.   

 I really enjoyed speaking to people face to face during orientation about my academic 

choices. I found the “advising mall,” with peer advisors from multiple academic disciplines hosted 

by my residential college, very helpful. It was amazing to sit down with an Economics major and 

hear him describe which math track was appropriate for people who wanted to go to graduate 

school and which math track would effectively satisfy the math requirement for the Finance 

certificate. The peer advisors gave me a sort of “insider information” that I felt the webpages and 

even my academic advisor, who is not a professor in my anticipated discipline, could not give. The 

specific department websites and the Department Open Houses during Orientation provided 

additional advice that I considered when selecting courses.  

 During the first few days of Princeton, I was both overwhelmed and excited by how 

intellectual and well-rounded my peers were. I told myself that I was lucky to be surrounded by 

people who would be as instrumental in my education as my classes. But I could not help feeling 

overwhelmed at the fact that many of my peers had already taken an Economics course in high 

school while I struggled with the basic concepts, since I never had taken an Economics course 

before. I have been trying to go to McGraw and Professors’ office hours as much as possible.  
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 I am still trying to figure out which extracurricular activities I want to balance into my 

schedule. The first few weeks I felt overwhelmed by the many club open houses that I wanted to go 

to and the amazing speakers whom I wanted to hear. 

 Also in the first few weeks of school, I decided to make a trade-off between socializing and 

schoolwork. I decided to fall behind in my reading so that I could focus on making friends early, 

during this window of opportunity where everyone is so open and willing to make new friends. So I 

would sit in the dining hall for an hour during meals instead of just a half an hour so that I could talk 

to my classmates more. I also had to learn how to balance a federal-work study job that I have in the 

Frist Box Office. I was so overwhelmed by the work, extracurriculars and socializing that I did not 

get a proper amount of sleep or exercise. However, pulling all-nighters are not productive for me 

because when I am tired, I barely retain any information while studying. This is why I really have to 

stay focused when doing my work so I can sleep at least 5-6 hours. Since I rarely get the 

recommended 8 hours of sleep, I need to take 15-minute naps sometimes. 

 During these first weeks, I fell behind in my reading and became ever more overwhelmed. 

That was when I decided to schedule a one-on-one Learning Strategies Consultation. I first heard 

about this resource (among others) at the Class of 2015 Resources Fair hosted in Rocky Common 

Room on September 19th. During my one-on-one, I learned how to effectively use iCal to plan out 

my time and how to think long-term about my academic goals for the semester and for each class.  

Although I am still in the process of implementing these strategies, at least having a plan has 

alleviated much of my stress.  

 Although I found the consultation helpful, I feel that Princeton needs to emphasize time 

management more to the freshmen. I never had any exposure to time management lessons in high 

school. It would be helpful if Princeton included a mandatory time management workshop/seminar 

during orientation. During orientation I heard many panels about study abroad and community 

service, but I wish there was a panel of students who told all of the freshmen the insider information 

we needed to know about time management skills, and the study tricks that they use. I think it would 

be useful if the university instituted a school-wide mentorship program. It would be helpful if every 

freshman were assigned an upperclassman mentor from their residential college who could help 

them navigate the Princeton waters, especially during this important transition time.  
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 Regarding the precept system, I was lucky enough to get my Professor as my preceptor. 

However, I accidentally went to the wrong precept the first week—that precept was taught by a 

graduate student. There was a noticeable discrepancy in teaching abilities between the graduate 

student and the professor. 

 I am currently in a Spanish 105 class that is taught by a graduate student. I am very 

disappointed that a language class is being taught by a graduate student, especially at a premier 

institution like Princeton. My first test is coming up on Monday and it concerns me that the person 

who wrote the test is not my teacher. How do they know what we have completed so far in the 

class? I am really worried about this upcoming test, especially since my graduate student teacher 

does not seem to value the course as much as I would like, and in class he does not speak in 

Spanish. I feel like I am in my high school class again. 
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Victoria ‘15 
In this profile, Victoria, a freshman from New Jersey, describes her arrival on campus this 
fall. We learn about how Victoria made her first academic decisions as a Princeton 
student—who guided her to these decisions, and who she sought for help. A walk-on to the 
Women’s Varsity Crew team, Victoria is learning about the balance between workload 
and extracurricular commitments and about her priorities as a student. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 My name is Victoria and I am a proud member of the class of 2015. When I first applied to 

Princeton, I had an interest in studying Russian literature while simultaneously taking classes to fulfill 

medical school application requirements. The weekend of Princeton Preview, my host was a freshmen 

student who was in Russian 101. She showed me her notes, the titles of the books she had to read for 

class, and the Cyrillic alphabet that she had written on her keyboard right below the English letters. After 

hearing about how there were only five students in her class, and that the department was very small, I 

decided against Russian. I wasn’t entirely committed to it, the workload was intense, and I didn’t want to 

feel like I was obligated to stay in the department until senior year because it was so tight nit.  

 I also became rather unsure of my choice to do pre-med over the summer. I knew I wanted to 

focus on the humanities, so what if I couldn’t keep up with those classes and my science classes? The 

thought of falling behind made me nervous.  I couldn’t justify being pre-med because I felt like I 

wouldn’t be able to put enough effort into my science classes while focusing on my humanities classes.  I 

had also heard that the science classes were ridiculously difficult here.  I didn’t find out until later that 

there are resources, like McGraw and tutoring available to keep students on track with introductory 

science courses. 

  I decided that I would wait to talk to my advisor because I thought he could give me insight. 

However, I didn’t go into the meeting with my advisor completely dependent on him. I had created a 

few different lists of sets of classes that I was thinking of taking. One was a pre-med track mixed in with 

humanities. Another integrated the pre-requisites for the Woodrow Wilson School of Public Affairs.  A 

third set contained introductory level courses to psychology, sociology, and other 101 classes. I was 

essentially trying to keep my options as open as I could. My advisor asked me about my top four classes, 

and I answered that I would be most interested in taking Political Theory, German (I still wanted to take 

a language, just not Russian), History of Europe from Antiquity to 1700, and my writing seminar. I 
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decided to hold off on taking pre-med courses. I can always do a post baccalaureate program in the 

future, or take classes over the summer.  

 My adviser rejected the idea that I take four humanities based classes on the basis that I would 

have trouble fulfilling distribution requirements, and that I would have too much reading. He suggested 

taking calculus, but I had strong objections. Finally, we settled on Human Adaptation, a science with 

laboratory that I felt was a good fit. However, because my advising appointment time was so late, the 

class was full and I had to pick another one. The result was a lot of shuffling of my classes around. In the 

end, I was registered for my writing seminar, History of Europe from Antiquity to 1700, German 101, 

and The Living Cosmos. I was quite pleased with how it turned out. There was a good mix of 

humanities, and the astronomy class seemed to focus more on critical thinking and analysis than on 

quantitative reasoning. After the first two weeks of the semester, I realized that my advisor had been 

right. I was reading about 300 pages of material a week for history alone, about a book a week for my 

writing seminar, and a section a day for German. I don’t know how I would’ve managed to find the time 

to do all of the reading had I enrolled in another humanities class.  

 Choosing extracurricular activities at Princeton was no easy task either. I began with the hope 

that I could somehow be involved in everything, just as I had been in high school. I quickly realized that 

it was not only unrealistic, but also not a good decision to sign up for a lot of activities. At the activities 

fair, a woman who asked how tall I was approached me. I wasn’t quite sure what to think of the 

question, but after I answered 5’10”, she looked delighted. She told me that I had the perfect body type 

for crew, and if I hadn’t ever done it, I should definitely try it out. I was surprised because I was never 

the athletic type in high school, and I hadn’t even thought about doing an intramural sport at Princeton, 

let alone a varsity one. I decided to talk to some team members and go to the first practice. As it turns 

out, I love rowing. There’s nothing quite like being out on the water. Nonetheless, crew was a huge time 

commitment, and I knew it would limit me from doing a lot of the other extracurricular activities that I 

had been thinking about. 

 I decided to limit myself to three activities, with the first being crew. I knew that I wanted to 

continue volunteering as an EMT in college, so I realized that I would have to fit in a twelve-hour night 

shift into my schedule as well. These two hefty time commitments made me realize that my third would 

have to be a much smaller one.  I wanted to write for the Nassau Weekly, but their meetings are at the 

same time as crew practice, so I wasn’t able to do that.  It’s the middle of the semester, and I’m still 

looking for an organization that interests me yet one with a flexible obligation. Because there are so 
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many clubs at Princeton, I’m not worried about finding an additional one and I am taking my time doing 

so. 

 At the moment, I still have many activities to balance with my courses. I realized within the first 

week of the school year that I would have to sit down and figure out a schedule for myself. My classes all 

had consistent homework assignments, and so I knew that if I created a plan, I could get my work done 

on time. My first consideration was crew. It is a huge time commitment: practice two hours a day, six 

days a week. But when you factor in eating and showering after practice, cooling down, and stretching, it 

turns into at least three hours. I knew I couldn’t count on getting any serious work done after practice 

because I was so tired. Thus, I decided to set aside a few hours a day in the morning for my astronomy 

problem set, making German vocabulary flash cards, and doing writing for my seminar in the Dining hall 

over breakfast. The reading I can do after practice because it doesn’t take a lot of effort. I do work late at 

night in the Whitman library and during the day I go to Chancellor Green library.  I need a place where 

other people are doing work so I can stay motivated and focused.  The night shift that I work for EMT 

is especially conducive to reading, as the environment is quiet and relaxing. 

 I try to keep in mind that because I like to have good and relaxing weekends, I should do all of 

the work I can on Friday since I only have one class. When this actually happens, I have a great time 

because I’m not worried when I’m out on the Street about the essay that’s due Tuesday morning or the 

problem set that I haven’t finished. However, there are weekends when I haven’t been able to finish my 

work before going out. It ruins the experience. Instead of spending time with my friends enjoying 

myself, I can only think about the impending stress of finishing my work that I’m going to feel the next 

day. It’s a feeling strong enough to motivate me to buckle down and to power through my work on 

Friday nights. 
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Johanna ‘14 
Meet Johanna, a highly driven sophomore from Sweden who chose Princeton for the 
freedom of its “liberal arts system.” In this profile, we see the ways in which Johanna 
pursues this freedom with characteristic vigor. Examples include her course selection 
process, diverse extracurricular and professional choices, and unique time management 
methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 My career aspirations of becoming a Swedish diplomat contributed largely to my applying 

and enrolling at Princeton. I was looking for an environment where I could study many different 

subjects and gain a broad-based education, and in contrast to Swedish universities which have 

relatively rigid curricula, Princeton's liberal arts system afforded me the flexibility I sought. In 

particular, the WWS program appealed to me since it covered all the subject areas which I think will 

be relevant to my career: Politics to deal with politics and History to put it in perspective; 

Psychology to understand how decisions are made and to develop my diplomatic skills; and 

economics to be able to design cost-effective policies. After a year at Princeton, I have not yet made 

up my mind about certificates, and will wait to see in which direction my courses and curiosity take 

me. 

 When choosing courses, I try to combine theoretical courses to learn concepts and models 

(e.g. Introduction to Macroeconomics) with more topic specific courses to discover these theories in 

action across the world (e.g. Politics in Africa and Seminar on the Politics of Europe). I have created 

a simple grid to keep track of distribution requirements and interesting courses for upcoming 

semesters. For selecting courses, the online course descriptions and the Student Course Guide give a 

good overview, but I also try to stop by the professor’s office for a short chat before signing up for 

a course. Sometimes he or she will even give a few head-start tips! 

 I've found Princeton professors to be very approachable. This past year, my Politics in 

Africa professor, Jennifer Widner, eagerly agreed to adjust a paper assignment so that it 

corresponded with a report I had been asked to write for the Swedish Ambassador in Addis Abeba. 
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It was motivating to get to put my classroom knowledge to real-world use. Professors can be helpful 

resources even if I’m not taking their particular course. For example, speaking with Tyson Roberts 

gave a whole new perspective on a paper I was writing for another professor. 

 With all the various kinds of coursework that professors assign, my toughest everyday 

challenge is to decide what to deal with first. What work really is the most important? Is it preparing 

to be able to contribute in precept discussions? Or is it going to the Writing Center for feedback on 

a paper draft? A helpful tool for me has been the grade breakdown in the Syllabus for each course. 

Usually participation lies only around 20 percent of the final grade, while papers count for the rest. I 

therefore end up spending a lot of time researching for my papers and less time on the readings and 

subjects that are dealt with in class. 

 

I don’t find Princeton coursework to be too demanding, but I need to have a plan to get it done. To 

handle the pile of work each week, I divide all academic tasks into pieces that will take 15 minutes to 

complete. For a politics paper some sub-tasks would typically be “read assigned extract from Source 

A,” “write my ideas in bullet-point form,” and “book Writing Center appointment.” Separating a big 

assignment into smaller units makes it easy to take advantage of all those small chunks of free time 

during the day. You would be surprised by how many free 15 minute slots exist between classes, 

meetings, practices and dinner. If I already have a list of little tasks prepared I am much more likely 

to make use of that time, instead of just going on Facebook. 

 Maintaining an efficient study schedule allows me to enjoy everything else that Princeton has 

to offer. For example, I'm a member of the Sailing Team. Twice a week we make the 40-minute 

drive to Perth Amboy where we have our boats and practice. We have regattas nearly every weekend 

so everybody on the team goes away a few times per semester. Sailing is a large time commitment 

but the team has become my best friends and going to practice is a great way to get outside the 

orange bubble for a while. I am also Vice President of the Princeton Scandinavian Association, 

where corporate partnerships and our website are my main responsibilities. 

 However, my main time commitment is not with an on-campus group. StudyAdvantage is a 

company that I cofounded two years ago with Swedes at universities in St Andrews, Oxford, Nairobi 

and Shanghai. We have created a website that inspires and informs Swedish youth about studying 

abroad, and next year the website content will be published as a book. I update our website daily, 
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manage the production of our book, and I also work with developing strategic partnerships with 

Swedish high schools and the Ministry for Education. In contrast to activities on campus, 

StudyAdvantage does not adjust to the Princeton schedule with its academic breaks and mid-term 

exams. On the other hand, it is great to be able to bring StudyAdvantage along wherever I go. 

 During breaks, I try to gain experiences relevant to my career aspirations. The short breaks 

during the semesters are good opportunities for getting a glimpse of jobs that seem interesting. This 

past spring break I interned at the Swedish Embassy in Addis Ababa, and I have also spent a week 

with an NGO in India. These short “insight weeks” make it easier to decide what I want to learn 

more about during the longer summer internships. I have found the flexibility of these informal 

internships very rewarding because they let me work out a tailor-made program with the employer, 

and also there is no lengthy application and interview process. Of course, as much as I enjoy my 

real-world work experiences, I'm always excited to return back to my friends and professors at 

Princeton when classes resume.
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Margaret ‘13 
Having enjoyed math and visual arts classes throughout high school, Margaret, a 
junior from London, England, believed she would pursue a degree in Art History 
when she came to Princeton. Here, we see how and why Margaret chose otherwise; 
Margaret explains her commitment to and passion for the discipline of architecture—a 
discipline that requires team participation and time management. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Before I came to Princeton, I thought I was going to major in Art History and I planned to 

get a Studio Art certificate. However, after taking disappointing art history and studio art classes, I 

decided to drop that idea. I had always been open to other majors. In high school, I was sort of split 

between math and humanities, but never considered myself good enough at math to think about 

taking a difficult math course at Princeton. My advisor suggested that I try out architecture—he 

described architecture as a combination of art history, studio art, and math. This suggestion was the 

most helpful one he ever offered me.  

 I took my first required class for architecture in the spring of my freshman year and that 

class continues to be my favorite class that I’ve taken at Princeton. I was so passionate about what 

we were studying that I never skipped a lecture and took every assignment very seriously. I knew I 

had made the right decision when I took the third and final pre-req (ARC 204). This was my 

introduction to the architectural practice. With my own desk and drawing tools, I finally got to 

experience the design aspect of the subject. Rather than analyzing other peoples’ work, I was 

analyzing and revising projects that I created. I was so happy that I had found a way to integrate 

drawing into my academics. Producing my final model—formulating an actual space—was so 

satisfying. I was so completely involved with its creation that it became my number one priority that 

term. 

 My architecture classes directly affect my sleep and work schedule. Architectural design is a 

process filled with revision; there is always something more that can be done and nothing is ever 

really finished. People say that architects need to manage their time better than other students, but 
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no matter how much time one budgets for certain projects, everything always ends up taking about 

twice as long as predicted.  

 Sleep is so crucial to my health that it really dictates everything I do. I just know that about 

myself. I value sleep more than going to a lecture if I know that the lecture will cover only the 

reading. I can just learn all the same things from the reading and do it on my own time in the 

afternoon. There are also other factors that help me mentally justify skipping some morning classes, 

for example, if I’m PDF’ing the class. This sounds obvious, but when I go to a lecture that I’m really 

interested in, I won’t goof around on my computer.  

 I always participate in precepts. I can’t imagine sitting there not and not saying anything. 

When people don’t speak in precept, I just don’t get it. Often discussions in precept are my favorite 

part of a class. A bad precept makes the course so much worse. My most amazing precepts thus far 

have been for ARC 203 and REL 261. Everyone interacted and debated about the readings. In my 

experience, the success of a precept is contingent more on student participation than on the quality 

of the preceptor. Obviously a precept is going to be terrible if the preceptor is terrible. However, if I 

have a great preceptor but students in the precept don’t participate, I dread the precept.    

 I know I work best between classes and in the morning. Ideally, I like to do most of my 

work any time before 5:00 PM. However, the majority of my architecture classes thus far have 

involved group work, and it is very difficult to coordinate group meetings. I’ve found that most of 

my peers usually can’t meet until after dinner because their schedules during the day are so rigid. 

One of my group members in my architecture studio class had a science lab at night and was an 

athlete. As a result, we weren’t able to meet until after 8:00 P.M. each night. In order to meet with 

my group and also put in my own individual hours of revision (hours of trial and error in my first 

design studio and trying to figure out how things worked) I usually needed to stay up into the early 

morning.   

 During semesters in which I don’t have design studios, I like to do most of my work in 

McGraw or in the Butler Library. These are both places that were close to my dorm freshman and 

sophomore years, places where I might see people I know, but also places where I can study alone in 

a quiet place. I can’t work in my room because I need to have people watching me so that I feel the 

pressure to concentrate. Also, I like seeing friends while I’m studying, but I can’t actually get 

anything substantial done when we’re sitting directly together. Working in a study space where I can 
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detach myself from my friends, but then also take breaks with my friends, is really the best of both 

worlds. During reading period and finals period I usually go to Firestone.  The carrels are awesome 

because I can go for the entire day and it’s so quiet that I get a ton done. Firestone is also better than 

a library like Marquand because I can bring in food/drinks.  

 I find that I have to be extraordinarily devoted to my extracurricular activities at Princeton. 

Between classes, work in the architecture studio and spending time with my friends, I’ve realized 

that with so little free time, if something isn’t enjoyable, then it isn’t worth it. It took me a while to 

get involved in extracurricular activities that I liked. I didn’t join anything until second semester 

freshman year because everything was too overwhelming before that point. I was always very 

independent in high school and had no problem motivating myself to get my work done or to 

participate in extracurricular activities. I was a three-term varsity athlete on the field hockey, swim, 

and track and field teams. It never occurred to me that I needed to go out and find extracurricular 

activities for myself in college, as they had been provided for me in high school. I had to do research 

to find activities that were right for me—perhaps I wasn’t looking in the right places.  

 I tried playing club field hockey for a bit freshman year, but I really didn’t enjoy it. We had 

no coach and the time we spent exercising was minimal, so it didn’t seem worth the time I was 

putting into it. I wanted to do something artistic with my time because at that point I hadn’t been 

able to involve myself in any art. I applied for a position with the SDA (Student Design Agency) and 

submitted my high school AP Studio Art portfolio to show that I could illustrate and that I had 

minimal experience with Photoshop and InDesign. However, I was under-qualified compared to the 

other applicants in respect to my computer skills. This was disappointing and frustrating because I 

realized I couldn’t just start something like this in college. There was no way for me to get better at 

the computer programs unless I taught myself, so I had to scratch that idea. I wanted to try 

something new, but no one was willing to train me, so I couldn’t. However, one morning I saw an 

ad in the Prince for the Design Team. I emailed them and got on a training schedule. In the last 

quarter of the year, I was allowed to do the layouts on my own. This year I’ve done them entirely by 

myself. Just like my work in the studio, figuring out how to balance my schedule has been a process 

filled with lots of revision, as you can see.  

 I’ve never had a problem balancing school and social life. I always put my academics first, 

but there are definitely times when I need to let loose. My eating club, Ivy, makes this easy. Ivy hosts 
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great Round Table discussions every Thursday night, where the club invites a speaker for dinner and 

a discussion. The discussions are very stimulating, and members are very committed to attending 

them. One upperclassman in my eating club has been particularly helpful and generous with her time 

since I arrived on campus. She’s also an architecture major, so we spend a lot of time together. Now 

that we’re in the same eating club, our bond is even stronger.  

 As I look ahead to the next year and a half I have left at Princeton, I know I couldn’t have 

picked a better school for me. I was the happiest of all my high school friends the earliest on 

freshman fall—even with our late start date—and I know things can only get better.  
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Andrew ‘13 
Andrew, a junior from northern New Jersey, is majoring in the Woodrow Wilson 
School. Fascinated by Russian literature and the politics of the Caucasus region, 
Andrew has pursued international experiences in St. Petersburg through Princeton. In 
this profile, Andrew describes these experiences, and how they have contributed to his 
growth as a Princeton student.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 As early as fall of my senior year in high school, I knew that I wanted to study in the 

Woodrow Wilson School at Princeton. I was drawn to “Woody Woo” because of a general interest 

in public policy derived from my study of United States and comparative government in high 

school, and this quickly became my main reason for applying to Princeton. However, I didn’t hone 

in on a specific area of policy study until well into my sophomore year here.  

 I initially developed an interest in Eastern Europe based on my study of Russian language, 

which I began learning freshman year. I chose to focus on Russia and its ongoing struggle in the 

North Caucasus as a result of an in-depth Near Eastern Studies course on the Caucasus I took 

sophomore year. This is still only a proposed area of study and is subject to change, but I’ve found 

that it has provided guidance in terms of course selection, relationships with professors, and summer 

opportunities.   

 I chose to study Russian because I believe the country still plays a crucial role in the global 

geopolitics and economics of the post-Cold War world, perhaps more so than currently popular 

regions of study, such as many areas in the Arab world. I didn’t consult with any classmates about 

taking Russian, so I wasn’t really sure what I was getting into. The first six months of learning the 

language were an immense struggle, but I began to thrive after spending two months over the 

summer taking courses in St. Petersburg. As well as taking classes, I spent these two months living 

with a host family, interacting with Russian students, and learning about Russian culture and the 

political and social history of St. Petersburg. I’m extremely happy with my decision to pursue the 

language.  
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 In general, I don’t tend to ask my friends about courses to take since few people share my 

academic interests. Instead, I’ve come to rely primarily on course reviews to guide my decisions.  In 

most situations, I’ll also consult my parents about what classes to take. They’ll usually look through 

the course offerings as well and sometimes point out interesting courses I may have missed – I find 

their advice valuable and always listen to them when they have suggestions. 

 I should also note that I haven’t “shopped” classes or used the academic advisor system up 

to this point at Princeton. Honestly, I didn’t find the academic advising system in the residential 

colleges particularly helpful because my adviser didn’t share my academic interests nor did she know 

much about what I wanted to study (I was given an adviser in the comparative literature department 

freshman year and an adviser in the anthropology department sophomore year). As a result, I only 

met my adviser a handful or times and never developed a personal relationship with her. More often 

than not, I found myself choosing my classes well before meeting with my adviser, so the meeting 

was a formality; it would last five minutes and she would sign off on my forms without much 

questioning or discussion. However, I’ve found my JP adviser to be extremely helpful and 

personable – I’ve already met with her multiple times this year, and I plan to continue meeting with 

her many more times over the coming months. 

 I initially struggled to come to grips with the coursework in my classes during my freshman 

fall, but I gradually progressed and became more confident academically as the year wore on. For 

me, the challenge of adjusting to college academics didn’t lie in procrastination – I’ve been well 

trained to sit down by myself, concentrate for a certain amount of time, and waste little time. I was 

using my work time unproductively: I found that I was doing far more work than I needed to do in 

order to succeed in my courses. For example, in one of my comparative literature courses freshman 

year, my professor would assign us hundreds of pages of weekly readings, which I somehow 

managed to complete, albeit at great expense to my sleep schedule and social life. However, in 

lecture and precept, we would really only discuss five, or at most ten, pages of the reading and the 

important concepts in these few pages. Consequently, our paper topics and exam questions would 

revolve around these few pages and almost never cover the other hundreds of pages. From this 

experience, I quickly figured out that I was wasting my time by reading much more than I needed to. 

As a result, I’ve learned to rely more on what the professor says in lecture and precept than on the 

verbose, often confusing reading material that he assigns. These days, I read only what I think is 
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important based on what the professor discusses in lecture. Ironically, as a result, I have worked 

much less and performed far better in my courses the past two years because I have learned to use 

my time productively.  

 One academic issue that has bothered me during my two years at Princeton has been 

studying effectively for in-class exams. I’ve found that I often psych myself out or make myself 

nervous for no reason during in-class exams, and end up performing more poorly than I would like. 

I have not had much trouble writing term papers and other essays, but I still cannot find a sure-fire 

way to study for exams, despite trying a variety of methods. Studying with others in public places 

doesn’t work because I get distracted, and simply going through my notes and doing practice 

problems on my own hasn’t worked well either. I think my performance on in-class exams might 

improve if I took some timed practice tests beforehand, but I’ve found it very difficult to set aside 

sufficient blocks of time to take practice tests because of work in my other classes. I hope that I can 

find better study habits in order to optimize exam-based classes.  

 Despite my tough academic schedule, I always try to find some time every day, usually a half-

hour or an hour, to simply relax, whether by going to the gym, watching an episode of a TV show, 

or playing videogames. I find that this break is much needed and refreshing, allowing me to briefly 

take my mind off a problem set or paper topic that is bothering me. Often, when I resume work 

again, I find that I am refocused and can approach my work with renewed vigor. On the weekends, I 

like going out to the eating clubs or to the movies with friends – very rarely has my coursework 

prevented me from going out on a weekend. I find that if I work hard and put in enough study time 

during the day on the weekends then I can usually enjoy going out in the evenings.  

 Outside of the classroom, I am president of Men’s Club Soccer, treasurer of Whig-Clio (the 

University’s political debate organization), and the director of conferences for International 

Relations Council (IRC). I haven’t had too much trouble arranging my extracurricular activities 

around my schoolwork: I create my daily schedule so that everything has its own specific time and 

place. Club soccer is the most time-consuming of my activities – we have practice three times a week 

for an hour and a half in the afternoons and two games on the weekends. While this may seem like a 

restrictive schedule to some, I really enjoy it because it gives me the opportunity to get out of the 

library and exercise while seeing my friends. Club Soccer is most difficult during the fall, when 
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weekends are often consumed by soccer tournaments. However, this just means that I must work 

especially hard on Fridays and Sunday evenings to complete my assignments.  

 Whig-Clio and IRC have completely different time commitments: both of these 

organizations hold meetings once a week for an hour and a half at most, with occasional additional 

speaking events interspersed throughout the semester. However, IRC hosts and attends a number of 

Model United Nations conferences on weeks throughout the semester. Only during these weekends 

do I feel especially overwhelmed because I have absolutely no time to complete my work. These 

weekends are the only time when I’ve had academic difficulties, but in the end, these troubles 

haven’t been that extreme: I’ve managed to catch up from these weekends relatively quickly by 

prioritizing my assignments and putting some readings off until the end of the semester.  

 I should also mention that I enjoy studying in a number of libraries on campus, including 

Firestone, Lewis, and Marquand. I’ll often visit them after class or dinner, staying late into the 

evening. Sometimes I’ll study in my room, but this is fairly uncommon considering my roommates 

are often playing music or video games and I have trouble concentrating when hearing distracting 

sounds. 
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Robert ‘12 
Robert, a senior from Maryland, describes the overwhelming influence of his team—
Princeton’s Varsity Swimming and Diving Team—on his academic choices over the 
past three years. Rob is equally committed to his teammates and to his academic work 
as an engineer in the Computer Science department. Above all, Rob recognizes the 
importance of balance between his academic and social lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 I’m a 20-year-old rising senior from Kensington, Maryland on the Princeton University 

Competitive Swim and Dive Team. From the very beginning of my Princeton career, I’ve known 

that my participation on the team would play a very significant role in my life here. 

 I went into the B.S.E. Program as a freshman, since I applied as an engineer. I've always 

been good at math and science, but had no idea what I wanted to do coming into college. I was told 

to keep my mind open and see what I liked. I took COS 126 as a requirement for engineering and 

loved it. After freshman year, I decided to be a computer science (COS) major. 

 However, the intensity of the BSE course load deterred me from the program, and I almost 

switched out of B.S.E. all together. I thought COS was only for AB, but a senior on the team 

reminded me that there were COS programs in both AB and BSE departments. He also told me 

that, if I stayed as an engineer, I wouldn't have to write a JP and would only have to do one semester 

of independent work instead of a thesis. These two insights would define my academic path. The 

obvious choice was to stay an engineer. In my eyes, the extra classes would be worth not having to 

do a full thesis. Unfortunately, this leaves me with nine more classes to take as a senior, while all of 

my friends need to take a total of six or seven along with a thesis. 

 As a freshman, I pretty much had classes chosen for me. Outside of the mandatory courses, 

I just took whatever sounded the most interesting and the easiest. My engineering course load as a 

freshman was already enough to force me to spend long hours in the library, deep into the night. I 

knew I needed breather courses to balance my schedule. My course-selection strategy was as follows. 

Once I decided to remain an engineer, I pretty much just looked at the course guide, found the COS 

courses I needed to take or the ones I was most intrigued by and signed up for them. Then I would 

build my schedule around those classes based on a few factors: if the classes sounded cool and 
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different, if any of my friends or teammates would be fellow students in the classes, if I heard good 

reviews from recent years, if they started after 10:00 A.M., if they fit into my swim schedule, and if I 

thought I could get a good grade.  

 Given the rigor of my practice schedule, I’ve never had time to shop courses. As an 

engineer, I would have to sign up for six classes in order to shop a course, which is out of the 

question. I've signed up for classes and dropped them, but never signed up for a class with the 

intention of "just checking it out." 

 One major hurdle I faced in early in my Princeton career was living in Forbes. While this 

affected almost every aspect of my life negatively for the first two years, my housing influenced my 

academics and academic choices a great deal. The distance to and from Forbes definitely influenced 

my class attendance. The “commute” made it almost impossible to attend five classes freshman year. 

Also, there are virtually no "study rooms" in Forbes, which are my favorite places to work.  

 A side note about the engineering load my freshman year: My spring semester freshman 

year, I had classes from 9:00-9:50, 10:00-10:50, 11:00-12:20, 12:30-1:20, and 1:30-4:20 every 

Wednesday (quick version - class from 9:00 A.M. to 4:20 P.M. straight with four 10-minute breaks). 

There is no way that I ever attended every single class on Wednesdays, especially with 7:00 A.M. and 

4:30 P.M. swim practices and walking from Forbes. This wasn't a scheduling blunder either. Every 

other day was pretty packed as well, and I was required to take all of these classes.  

 My methods of doing work have certainly evolved a lot since coming here. At first, I tried to 

work in my dorm room - which turned out to be impossible because it was too far away from 

anything and too small. Then I started posting up in study rooms and libraries alone around campus, 

which worked out well. My junior year, I would find a few friends or roommates to work with, settle 

down in a place and work with them. That said, I’ve never really have any issues with the work 

assigned here—I always try to get it done as best as I can. Professors and T.A.'s are always flexible 

with due dates, and are helpful if I have questions.  

 Even since freshman year, my class attendance has never been superb. Swim practice in 

combination with the workload gives me, on average, five hours to sleep. During season I will 

usually try to take a nap sometime during the day to combat this—sometimes at the cost of my 

attendance. I used to go to lectures and sleep all the time, but I realized I might as well just go to bed 

(this has been much easier since freshman year, when it was easier to sleep in a chair in Frick than 
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walk 25 minutes to Forbes). My lecture attendance always depends on the class. If I find the lecture 

engaging, I will usually go. I recently got into the habit of turning off my laptop just so I can pay 

attention. Few lecturers have been able to capture my attention enough for me to consistently take 

notes on my laptop without ever looking at Facebook or reading news. I generally try to participate 

in precept. I've only had about five classes with precept at Princeton, so my experience is pretty 

limited. They've been great. They make doing the reading worthwhile. 

 Swimming is one of the most time-committing activities at Princeton—there is no doubt in 

my mind. 10 two-hour practices a week basically ends up subtracting 30 hours of awake-time from 

my week, and adds many more hours to the time I need to sleep. Luckily, our team has a culture 

such that we push each other to lead normal “Princetonian” lives. I've always found time to be just 

as social as my peers, and somehow managed to get decent grades. Balancing all this hasn't been that 

hard since I've been doing it since day one at school and all through high school. That said, when 

our season is over, I usually use the time I used to spend exercising to hang out with friends and 

relax—not to do more school-work.   

 Social life at school is very important to me. Since arriving here, staying in and doing work 

for an entire week without going out once has rarely been an option. I will forego the best grades I 

can get just to let loose with my friends a few times a week. When it comes to serious work, I can 

always coop myself up and get it done—but I think that if I did this all the time I would go nuts. 

 I love Princeton. I rarely feel competitive with other students—I just try and do my best 

while enjoying my time here. I've always been good at dealing with stress, so I never feel the 

depression and stress that other students seem to feel. Personally, I think that the great social scene 

and fun atmosphere make it almost impossible to be that stressed out about work.
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Ming ‘12 
Meet Ming, a senior Operations Research and Financial Engineering (ORF) major from New 
Jersey. Ming knew coming to Princeton that she wanted to be an engineer—the question was, an 
engineer of which sort? Having toyed with Computer Science and Environmental Engineering, 
Ming chose ORF for its unique standing among engineering programs at Princeton and other 
institutions. Here, see how Ming’s choice to pursue ORF influences her daily routine, study 
habits, and interactions with her peers. 
 
 
 

 My name is Ming, and I’m originally from Fanwood, NJ, a quiet suburban town. Before I came 

to Princeton, I went to public school all my life. My parents are both very science oriented--my father 

works in chemical engineering and my mother is a research chemist, so I’ve always been exposed to and 

encouraged to pursue science, math and engineering all my life. In high school, I did a lot of different 

types of extra-curricular activities, but my main ones were music and science competitions. During the 

summer between junior and senior of high school, I was selected to attend New Jersey Governor's 

School for Engineering and Technology, a 4-week summer program that introduced students to many 

different topics in engineering and applied science. This program was what really piqued my interest in 

engineering, and ultimately lead me to apply to the engineering program at Princeton.  

 When I first applied to Princeton, I intended on majoring in environmental engineering since I 

had been interested in environmental science and chemistry in high school. However, when I 

matriculated at Princeton, I switched to ORF. I did this for two main reasons. First, I wasn't sure what 

type of career I wanted in the future, and then I felt that the things that I would learn majoring in ORF 

(statistical analysis and getting a mathematical background) would be applicable to more fields than a 

degree in Civil and Environmental Engineering would. The second aspect that was a factor was college 

choice. I originally was very torn between going to either MIT or Princeton, and when I did make the 

decision to go to Princeton, I thought that if I majored in a traditional engineering discipline, then I 

should have just gone to MIT. Princeton had this unique department, and I felt that I should take 

advantage of it.  

 I always briefly toyed with the idea of being a computer science (COS) major. I really like 

programming and the applications of computer science, but in the end I didn't like theory enough, and I 

could still take COS classes by getting an ORF degree.  

 During freshman year, I briefly considered switching out of engineering after really struggling 

through first semester. I guess it was a combination poor preparation in high school, the lack of any real 

study habits (after coasting through high school), bad class choices (taking EMP wasn't a smart decision 
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when everyone else taking already had some form of AP Physics from high school and I didn't), and 

procrastination. In the end, I decided to stick it out, as well as re-adjust my standards for academic 

performance.  

 I applied for and was accepted to the finance certificate program, and took all the classes to get 

the certificate. Though I don’t think I actually will be getting the certificate as my senior thesis does not 

have any finance component in it. I’m not too concerned about not getting a certificate. First, having the 

finance certificate as an ORF major feels a little redundant, and second, I never thought certificates 

meant much anyways. You can take programming classes and be a good programmer without having a 

line on your diploma telling someone that you can program. Obviously, it doesn’t hurt to get a 

certificate, but I feel like not having one won’t really hurt me in any way in terms of my post-Princeton 

career. I feel like this is somewhat of a unique sentiment, since most people at Princeton get certificates.  

 At the end of freshman year, I made a class plan of all the classes I had to take each semester. I 

listed some classes explicitly (like classes required for ORF) and left some with labels like "Humanities 

Class." In general, my policy was to take 3 technical classes required for my major and 2 "fun" classes 

that would fulfill distribution requirements or be interesting to take or lighten up my schedule. I was 

grateful that ORF and my AP credits let me do this; I think that taking classes outside your department 

(and any cognates) is very important to one's education. I've always liked taking classes from different 

departments, often skipping out on survey courses SOC 101 or ANT 101 for more specific ones.  

 In terms of picking specific classes, I relied a lot on scg.tigerapps.org (which I'm very sad that 

people don't really update anymore) and the course evaluations on SCORE. Word of mouth is also good 

to hear about which professors one should take certain classes under. It's actually a little disturbing how 

much a professor affects a course. I took MAE 305 a second time after dropping it midway through the 

semester the first, and the difficulty level very different with the different professor, even taking into 

account having seen the first half of the material before.  

 I picked classes with the mindset of taking harder classes earlier so I can have an easier senior 

year, since that is when thesis writing and job hunting happens.  

 In earlier years, I did problem sets alone and then met with one other person or a group to 

compare answers (make sure I didn't make any silly math errors). Sometimes there would be a problem 

that I didn't know how to do when we met as a group, so the group would teach each other how to do it. 

Later, for more difficult classes, we'd get together to work on them, meeting once early on, attempting 

the problems. Then someone would go to office hours for the problems we couldn't figure out, and then 

we'd all meet back together and hear what the TA said. I've never taken advantage of office hours as 
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much as I think I should have because often when I do go, there's always a lot of students, and I stay 

there for 1 hour to only ask 1 question since the TA needs to address other's questions as well, some 

which I already know the answer to, and some which I haven't gotten to yet. It's frustrating sitting there 

and waiting, but I know not much that can be done about that.  

 In general, homework groups are immensely helpful to completing the homework in a timely 

fashion. There are certain parts of the homework I simply could not do on my own. And sometimes 

having a classmate explain a concept to me is very helpful, since we are on the same level of education, 

and their explanation assumes less about my previous knowledge.  

 At school, I am involved in three main activities: women's club ultimate Frisbee, tutoring high 

school students, and being an officer of my eating club (Charter). 

 Frisbee practices about six hours a week, and there are about four tournament weekends every 

semester, where we spend all of Saturday and Sunday driving to the tournament and then playing. I am 

also the Team President, which means that I handle all the logistics and planning involved in traveling to 

tournaments (booking hotels, renting cars, etc.) as well as manage the budget. When we have a 

tournament coming up, this takes up several hours in addition to practice time.  

 I tutor two local high school students in math and science through a local tutoring agency. I 

tutor on a semi-regular weekly basis, and our sessions are longer if there's a test coming up in their 

schedules. I tutor roughly two hours a week.  

 I am the technology chair of my eating club, which means that I make sure all the technology 

(printers, computers, projector, etc.) is working properly around the club. In addition to this, being an 

officer involves attending officer meetings every week, reading emails, meal checking once a week, 

setting up/cleaning up for our events, and being on duty. Roughly this averages out five hours a week.  

 So in total, my extracurricular activities total around fifteen hours/week, which is very 

reasonable I think in the scope of what Princeton students do. I use iCal to write down all events, 

meetings, classes (basically anything I need to leave my dorm room for).  

 Usually my extracurricular don't stand in the way of me doing work effectively. There has been a 

couple of instances where I've been on duty at Charter till 3 AM and then had to get up at 8 AM to go to 

Frisbee practice, but that doesn't happen all the time. I try and schedule my classes around Frisbee 

practice but I know that it doesn't always work out, and I'll have to miss practice. The worst is though 

when your study group is meeting to work on a problem set and you need to go to something else, and 

then you're behind everyone else.  
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 I think the biggest shock to me about Princeton in general was its academics. It was a huge 

change from high school and I felt that I wasn't as prepared as some of my classmates for the freshman 

engineering classes. High school math is really different from college math, and that's something that 

they don't tell you.  

 In general, I'm happy with my academic experience. My largest gripe though is how FAST 

everything goes here. We have shorter semesters than other universities, and supposedly the longer 

reading and finals period makes up for that. I really, really like our reading/finals weeks but I think it's 

not a perfect substitute for more weeks of instruction so that we can learn everything at a manageable 

pace. I feel like I'm not really learning the material, but just doing enough to get by with the problem 

sets. And when it's 6 AM and you're still working on a problem set due at 11 AM, you don't really care 

about getting a nice elegant solution, you just want to find an answer and go to sleep. I feel like I hunker 

down during reading period and cram everything in before the final, but then forget it all after the final. I 

feel like I don't retain a lot from the classes that I've taken. If you ask me now how to solve the Bessel 

Function (something we did a lot in MAE 305), I couldn't tell you.  

 This also applies to humanities classes. First, I feel like a lot of times my humanities classes get 

neglected as I focus more of my energy on my technical courses. But there have also been instances 

where I was interested in learning more about some topic, but couldn’t do the supplemental reading 

because I didn’t have time.
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Alexia ‘12 
 Alexia, a senior from Delaware, is passionate about pure math and physics. She first 
encountered these two disciplines—and their associated challenges—in the Integrated Science 
Curriculum (ISC) track. It is integrated science that propelled Alexia to select Physics as her 
major. Here, see how Alexia builds her social experiences around her work with other 
students in her Physics classes. Alexia tells us about the importance of this group work and 
about her dedication to research with Physics professors at the University.  
 
 
 

 Coming to Princeton, I didn’t really know what I wanted to do with my life.  I had applied as 

a potential physics major but didn’t really know if this was right for me.  My interests had always 

pulled me in so many different directions – I loved learning about biology, chemistry, math and 

physics, but also loved English and French.  I was pretty sure I wanted to be a science major of 

some kind though, so I began my first year at Princeton taking Integrated Science. It was my way of 

being indecisive about my major.  This first semester would come to define so much of my future 

career at Princeton. 

 As it turned out, Integrated Science was not for me.  All the topics I loved best in ISC were 

related to physics, and I felt myself wanting to learn more about that and less about everything else.  

So after just one semester, I was pretty sure I wanted to be a physics major.  But I was so conflicted 

about how to pick my courses for the next semester.  If I didn’t take integrated in the spring, then I 

wouldn’t get credit for having taken computer science, and it felt like such a waste to not get credit 

for the work I’d done.  I was uncertain about what to do until I ran into Professor Peter Meyers, 

who had been my older brother Godfrey’s adviser when Godfrey had come here as a physics major 

five years before.  At my brother’s advice, I had met with Professor Meyers in the first few weeks of 

school to talk about physics, course selection, and research opportunities.  When I ran into him in 

the winter and mentioned my difficulties with course selection, he discussed my options with me, 

encouraging me to weigh my academic interests more heavily than my concerns about the computer 

science credit.  After my discussion with him, I decided to switch into PHY 106 in the spring and 

continued on the traditional physics major track from that point onward.  In all of this, my freshman 

academic advisor had been a little less helpful, maybe because he didn’t want to influence my 

decisions too strongly or because he didn’t know as much about my academic interests. 
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 Another defining aspect of my Princeton career has been my inability to decide between my 

love for physics and pure math.  My first course in the math department was MAT 215, which may 

have been the single most intimidating course I have taken in my entire life.  Never having done 

proof-based math before, I felt perpetually behind, constantly confused by what I was supposed to 

be doing.  I almost dropped the course after only two weeks, but then I spoke to Godfrey and he, 

having taken the class, told me that this was apparently how I was meant to feel!  After talking to 

him, I decided to stick with the class and am now grateful that I did – the discovery of my love for 

math has been so important to me.  Eventually, I did decide to major in physics, though, because I 

felt that the department’s environment was a better fit for me, and because I really enjoyed the 

research I was able to do in physics. 

 But looking at all of my classes as a whole, this indecision on my part (between physics and 

math) has seriously limited my course selections.  Every class I’ve taken at Princeton falls into one of 

three categories: physics, math, or distribution requirement.  Because of this, I have seen my 

distribution requirements as a wonderful opportunity for me to explore my other interests and learn 

about completely different fields of study.  I’ve always picked these courses based on what I thought 

would be intellectually stimulating and fun.  Some of the most fascinating courses I’ve taken here 

have been my 18th century English literature class and my class on the politics and literature of 

people under communist or fascist oppression – ENG 320 and SLA 345, respectively. 

 In addition to constraining my course selection, my dual interests have also heavily 

determined my life outside of class.  My problem sets take, in no uncertain terms, a lot of time.  

Because of this, I have spent an inordinate amount of my Princeton career in problem sessions or 

problem set groups, especially in my freshman and sophomore years.  Though the work could be 

burdensome, working on a really difficult assignment with other people can make it easier and more 

fun.  To this day, some of my closest friends at Princeton are people I first met doing problem sets!  

Additionally, if I can’t understand a concept, chances are that someone in my problem set group can 

help explain it to me.  But because working in groups can sometimes be very distracting, at this 

point, I’ve found that working with others is more efficient if I first attempt all of the problems on 

my own time, and then meet to discuss the difficult questions.  I have also found that I work and 

study best in my room, rather than in public study spaces or libraries.  I am not the best at time 

management and tend to work in intense bursts of concentrated effort, usually spurred by imminent 
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deadlines.  As much as this detracts from my ability to sleep regularly, I find that I truly enjoy the 

process of mental exertion that goes into my problem sets, even when it means staying up all night. 

 In dealing with the immense amounts of work, I have also found it extremely useful to speak 

to TAs or graders.  More often than not, I’ve had very positive interactions with the grad students 

assigned to my classes. They’re more directly involved with weekly assignments than the professors 

are, and their hours are certainly more flexible.  I’ve sometimes met with graders as early as 7 in the 

morning and as late as 2 in the morning. 

 Outside of classes and homework, I haven’t invested a lot of time into extracurriculars.  

Aside from the reasons mentioned above (namely, the sheer amount of work), one reason for this is 

my commitment to a stable, somewhat long-distance relationship.  Since I end up spending almost 

all of my weekends away from campus with my significant other, and since I don’t really get much 

work done on the weekends, I don’t have the typical free time that other students do to devote to 

clubs or activities.  In spite of this, I find my social life on campus really fulfilling.  I have met and 

befriended so many incredible people, whether through my classes, housing situation, tutoring, or 

through other friends.  One of my greatest joys (and sources of procrastination) is just spending 

hours chatting with friends, either over meals or while studying ineffectually together. 

 Another fulfilling aspect of my experience here has been the amount of time I have been 

able to spend on research in my department.  Not including freshman year, I have spent every 

semester and every summer here doing research, whether independently or for a junior paper/senior 

thesis.  From the summer after freshman year until the fall of junior year, I worked with Peter 

Meyers’s group, assisting with the development of a dark matter detector.  In my junior spring, I 

wrote a junior paper with Lyman Page analyzing recent results about the clustering properties of 

dusty star-forming galaxies.  And this past summer and this year, I have worked with Joshua 

Shaevitz, analyzing the surface area of E. Coli membranes. I truly consider this one of the greatest 

opportunities Princeton has to offer any physics major.  The professors in my department are so 

open to having students join their research and are, in my experience, more than willing to teach you 

anything you need to know to begin working. 

 Aside from research, I have also engaged in various forms of tutoring over my time here – 

through the Freshman Scholars Institute (FSI), the McGraw center, and independently – and I’ve 

really appreciated the opportunity to be able to communicate my love for science and math through 
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helping others better understand them.  I tutored math for FSI three nights a week in the summers 

after my freshman and junior years, and I was an RA for the program in the summer after my 

sophomore year.  More than anything else, I appreciated FSI as an opportunity to use my 

experiences as a student to help foster the next year of Princeton undergraduates.  I loved being a 

part of the program, whether as tutor or RA, and remained friends with so many of my zees/tutees 

after the program ended. 
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Margaret ‘11 
Margaret, a member of the Class of 2011, graduated in June with a B.A. in English and 
certificates in African American Studies and the Program for Teacher Preparation. Here, we 
learn about how these certificate programs and Margaret’s involvement in two major 
extracurricular on campus—Hallelujah! and the Leadership and Mentoring Program 
(LAMP)—guided her decisions as a student. She cites her ability to “prioritize” as the most 
important skill she learned as Princeton student.  
 
 
 

 Unlike many Princeton Students, my most meaningful academic decision was not choosing a 

major. I had decided during my senior year in high school that I would major in which ever subject I 

hadn’t gotten tired of by graduation. Unsurprisingly, English emerged as the favored discipline, and 

the issue was resolved before I even decided to come to Princeton. Although I cannot say that every 

English course I completed was a personal favorite, the course offerings and degree requirements 

did sustain my interest in literature throughout my time at Princeton. My most meaningful academic 

decisions, however, were actually selecting certificate programs. I graduated in June 2011 with 

certificates in African American Studies (AAS) and the Program for Teacher Preparation (TPP). I 

have found that my dual passions for education and cultural understanding consistently indicate my 

personal interests and professional goals, while my degree in English literature provides the 

supporting vehicle to attain these goals. While I value the significance of both certificate programs, I 

do believe that a “traditional” major, like English, opens wider avenues for professional growth. 

 My primary source of information was Princeton upperclassmen. Through the Leadership 

and Mentoring Program (LAMP), later called the Princeton University Mentoring Program, I 

developed relationships with a number of older students with experiences similar to mine. I found 

that Princeton students in general were always willing to share insight about their experiences and 

perspectives.  

 Despite the fact that Princeton has a phenomenal Center for African American Studies, due 

in large part to the excellence of the CAAS faculty, my concentration decision was influenced by the 

presumption that African American students should not come to Princeton “just” to concentrate in 

African American Studies. The reaction I receive from many acquaintances when they discover that 

I’m using my Princeton degree to pursue teaching, rather than banking or consulting, is similarly less 

than favorable. However, the guidance of my peers and professors proved invaluable in determining 
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my own academic passions. Before deciding to pursue certification in teaching, I consulted the 

former Director of Princeton’s Teacher Prep program, professionals in the field, Princeton 

upperclassmen pursuing the certificate, and family members in the field of education. 

 Ultimately, I decided that my academic pursuits should correspond to my extracurricular 

values and interests. One of my extracurricular passions is exploring and enhancing the intersections 

between race, culture, and education; as such, the Program in Teacher Preparation and the Center 

for African American Studies proved the perfect match! 

 The major source of stress I experienced for the first two years of my time at Princeton was 

social discomfort. I found it quite difficult to adjust to many aspects of Princeton social life: 

Residential Colleges and “zee” groups seemed like fabricated friendships, the Street only served to 

reinforce my aversion to intoxication and sweat, northern suburban surroundings made life feel 

hurried, and even the weather was a constant disappointment. One of the most difficult challenges 

of my college experience was finding a social group within which I felt comfortable and confident. 

Thankfully, I was able to find this group, largely through the assistance of two organizations: 

Hallelujah! and the Leadership and Mentoring Program. 

 Hallelujah! is a Christian fellowship that I became a part of my freshman year. It provided 

me with a ‘home away from home’ and facilitated the spiritual growth that has been such a 

substantive aspect of my college experience. Princeton Faith and Action was also instrumental in 

nurturing my spiritual health—it connected me with a group of the most fabulous young Princeton 

women I have ever had the opportunity to meet. The Leadership and Mentoring Program is likely 

the single most time-consuming pursuit in which I engaged during my time at Princeton. However, 

it was also the single most rewarding. LAMP connects students of African, Afro-Caribbean, and 

Black American descent, across class year, based on similar interests, goals, and background. 

Leading, connecting, and encouraging such a large, rambunctious, intelligent, and caring group of 

my peers was definitely a unique experience. Yet, the personal development that occurred as a 

natural byproduct of leading the group for three years is a process that cannot be replicated. 

 Each of these experiences played an instrumental role in taking the timid, disaffected 

seventeen-year-old girl who came to Princeton “kicking and screaming” and transforming her into a 

proud, confident Princeton young alumna.  
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 Ironically, these two organizations were also the major sources of stress for my final two 

years as a Princeton undergrad. Learning effective leadership skills through on-campus mentorship 

was definitely “trial by fire.” I was fortunate enough to learn from the examples of excellent student 

leaders who came before me; however, striking a balance between the demands of my organizations, 

the needs of the participants in my organizations, and my own personal quirks was uncharted 

territory. The hardest lesson I had to learn was that the foundation of any successful leadership style 

is self-maintenance: you can’t take care of anyone if you can’t take care of yourself. 

 How did I balance my classwork with my extracurricular activities? Carefully. Very carefully. 

I made lists, I took power naps, I ate on the go, I learned to improvise, I mastered the art of 

multitasking…I pretty much became a Princeton student. 

 I don’t know that I ever mastered a comprehensive, effective tactic for meeting the academic 

demands of Princeton University. I did complete two Junior Papers and a Senior Thesis on time, 

and I graduated with well above a 3.0 grade point average, by the grace of God. However, I’m still a 

horrible precept participant and “catching up” on reading is a phenomenon I have yet to experience. 

In precepts, the southern charm of a freshman polite enough to let everyone else have a turn was 

very rapidly misinterpreted as the timidity of a girl with nothing to contribute. However, one of the 

most essential skills I learned as a result of Princeton academic life is how to prioritize. Also, 

knowing my own limitations helped me to determine when to pull an all-nighter and when to ask for 

an extension on the essay and take a mental-health day, instead.  

 Two of my favorite study spaces were undoubtedly Frist (for group-work or when I need to 

stay awake for extended periods of time) and in my dorm room in Scully (the feng shui must bring 

out my creative side). 

 I am currently student teaching at Trenton Central High School – Chambers Campus 

through Princeton’s Program in Teacher Preparation. At the conclusion of the certification process 

this semester, I plan to return to Virginia to continue teaching. I am also in the process of applying 

to graduate programs in the fields of education and education leadership for Fall 2012. 
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Survey and 
Recommendations 

The goal of administering a survey was to draw conclusions about academic life and 

student opinions based on reliable data. ALTA has relied on this data to understand where 

there is need for improvements and possible ways to bring these about.  However, the data 

can also be used by administrators and faculty when drafting policies that impact 

undergraduates.  Most policy formation requires assumptions about the students who will be 

influenced, and this data can help replace assumptions with facts.  For example, data in our 

survey about how students select classes can suggest what resources are the most important 

to students and therefore should be those most heavily scrutinized.   

 The questions in this survey were motivated by the areas of research the ALTA 

committee identified, such as shopping period, collaboration, and grading.  The questions 

were meant to elicit not only further questions but also solutions to problems we identified 

beforehand.  In order to design questions that would not bias our data, we consulted with 

Vice Provost for Institutional Research Jed Marsh.  Questions generally asked survey takers 

to fill in a blank rather than agree or disagree with statements.  Additionally, answer choices 

were randomized for each survey taker wherever possible.  For example, the choices in 

questions that asked students to rank preferences were randomized to avoid having those 

choices that were presented first biased to having a higher priority. 

 USG President Michael Yaroshefsky sent an email to all undergraduates about the 

survey on January 17th, 2012 at 3pm, after which each student received an individual email 

with a link to take the survey.  Reminder emails were then sent on three occasions to those 

who had not yet completed the survey: January 20th at 1pm, January 25th at 1pm, and 

January 30th at 10am.  In order to increase response rates, these emails explained that this 

data would be used to make recommendations about academics.  Additionally, an iPad was 

to be awarded to one randomly-selected survey taker (congratulations Ben Lu ’15!).   
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 The survey garnered a record-breaking 49% response rate of undergraduates.  No 

other USG survey in recorded history has ever had such a large turnout. As a result, data 

from this survey is highly representative of the true population values.  In the section that 

follows, we analyze this data and identify areas where we feel academics can be improved.  

We also recommend ways to make the corresponding improvements.  We crafted these 

recommendations in direct consultation with faculty and administrators on the advisory 

board so that the interests of all three direct stakeholders are incorporated. 

 In the three sections that follow, we present our recommendations and the analysis 

that led us to draw our conclusions.  First, we consider the beginning of the semester, 

primarily course selection.  Second, we analyze the student experience during the semester 

during the 12 weeks of instruction.  Third, we explore topics related to the end of the 

semester, such as examinations and feedback.  These recommendations represent our best 

effort to improve academics in ways that are beneficial to all of the stakeholders. 
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Beginning of the Semester 
 

Recommendations 
1.1 Provide more published information on classes 
1.2 Improve access to SCORE course evaluations 
1.3 Create a universal deadline for course applications 
1.4 Establish and implement a uniform break time for all 3-hour seminars during 

shopping period 

Researching Classes 
 One of students’ most significant and frequent decisions is selecting classes. Each 

semester, the University offers hundreds of courses, and students rely on a variety of 

resources to determine which to take. Choosing the right classes can further academic 

interests and promote new ones, while making uninformed choices can lead to frustration 

with a class or even a discipline as a whole. As a result, it is important that students have 

enough information to select courses wisely in order to take classes that will help them 

achieve their academic goals. This section discusses the period before students have 

registered for courses, the time spanning from the moment when course descriptions are 

first posted to the point at which students make their course selections on SCORE. 

1.1 Provide more published information on classes 

 What do students consider when researching classes? We found that students judge 

their interest in a course as the most significant factor, with the amount of workload ranked 

second, followed shortly thereafter by what they heard about the professor teaching the 

course. Students rated their expected grade in the course overall as sixth out of the eight 

options presented, suggesting that students are more interested in what they are learning 

than what their ultimate grade will be. The rest of the factors and their relative importance 

are shown on the chart below. Thus, we found that the most important factors were what 

students would be learning, how much work they would do for the class, and who would be 

teaching the course.  
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Figure 1: It is important that students understand what will be covered in a course, since this is 

students' number one concern when selecting a class. 

 
 Since we knew what students want to know before selecting classes, we also wanted 

to know where students were getting information to make these kinds of big decisions. The 

trend that emerged was that undergraduates found the evaluations and opinions of their 

peers to be the most important source of information. Whether from friends, the 

information in the USG Student Course Guide, or the evaluations the Registrar’s Office 

collects, students judged their peers as the best sources of information about classes. As seen 

in the chart below, over 80% of students judged each of these resources as somewhat or 

very important. This may be because these peer reviews are more likely to include 

information that students care most about, such as the expected course load and an 

evaluation of the instruction quality. 
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Figure 2: Students rely most heavily on information from their peers when selecting classes. 
Therefore, it is important to scrutinize where students are getting this information and what 

information is provided in order to make sure it is reliable and useful. 

 Further, we found a trend that students don’t think the two weeks of add/drop time 

at the beginning of each semester, known as shopping period, are enough time to make an 

informed decision on courses. As seen in the chart below, though some students indicated 

that the time was sufficient, many still would have liked to have more time. 72.9% of 

students indicated they would appreciate more time to make a decision on whether or not to 

take a class. We understand that the constraints imposed by Princeton’s academic calendar 

restrict extending this period, so our focus was on providing more information to students 

before they start classes.  The purpose of shopping period is for students to learn about 

classes, so instead of extending shopping period and placing more stress on professors, more 

information can be published online to reduce the need to shop while still informing 

students about classes.  
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Figure 3: While the majority of students feel that shopping period is long enough, a significant 

number of students feel they cannot gather enough information about their classes during this period. 
This suggests that there may be a need to provide students with more information. 

 Pursuing our goal of increased communication and recognizing students’ desire for 

more information, we believe that publishing more details about classes could help students 

make better course decisions. The key players in implementing this recommendation would 

be professors, department heads, and the Registrar. Additional information could come 

through several different sources. It would be appropriate to consider on a case-by-case 

basis which venues work for a given course. Professors could explore options including 

posting short video introductions or sample lectures, posting selected lecture slides or notes 

during the course registration period, or providing the syllabus a few days before the start of 

the course. The department heads could play a major role in promoting standardized 

information flows for their department such as syllabi posted in the department office or 

assisting professors in their own unique attempts to improve the dissemination of quality 

information about the course.  Since not all students are on campus at the time they select 

classes before the semester, it would be ideal for this information to be available online to 

students. 

 The Registrar’s Office could play a main role in being the central hub for 

information. Right now, the course descriptions on the Registrar’s site are a popular staring 

point to get information about a class, but the information provided there is often minimal.  
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Figure 4: The amount of information provided on the Course Offerings page is often limited and 

vague, which could partly be because professors have to submit these descriptions many months in 
advance before they even have more information.  Generally, these short descriptions are the only 

information the University directly authors and provides to students when considering classes. It is no 
wonder students rank other sources of information as more important to them. 

  
 
 With more information about the course posted from the start and links to more 

detailed sources of information like syllabi, the course description pages could become much 

more valuable to the student body as a whole. Additionally, since professors are asked to 

provide that information long before the course actually begins—almost a semester in 

advance—what students see when signing up for courses does not always match what the 

professor decides to focus on. Thus, we recommend that Registrar’s Office and the 

Committee on Course of Study allow professors to update information when he or she has a 

better idea of what the course will ultimately focus on.  

 By having more available information before classes begin, students have to rely less 

on potentially unreliable sources and put less emphasis on frantically visiting classes in the 

first two weeks of classes. Students will select classes that are best for them, meaning they 

will be more engaged.  This will result in a better experience not only for the students but 

also for the professors.  Therefore, we recommend that the various parties who can help 

author and disseminate information (faculty, departments, the Dean of the College, the 
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Office of the Registrar) coordinate to provide more thorough and accurate information 

about courses offered each semester. 

 

1.2 Improve access to SCORE course evaluations 

 A second way to provide more information for students is to improve access to 

SCORE evaluations. This recommendation has two parts: increasing the accessibility and 

navigation among evaluations and providing students with additional information from the 

evaluation. 

 Currently, there is information available, but to research further on aspects like other 

classes a professor has taught, or comparisons of classes side by side, the student must 

navigate through new searches with complicated parameters one at a time.  

 
Figure 5: Accessing the official course reviews requires patience and lucky guessing.  Students first 

have to know (or guess) in which semester the class was last offered.  If they get this wrong, the 
system does not provide any results or hints when the class was offered.  Then students have to 

consider which “Division” the course falls under.  In total, students have to correctly select from five 
different parameters to access a single course review.  A significant change was made recently 

whereby students can access course reviews directly from the Course Offerings page, but this is still 
rather indirect and leaves room for improvement. It is impossible to look up reviews by professor, and 
professors names are withheld entirely by the system, even though clever students can match the class 
reviewed with the professor listed publicly on the Registrar’s Course Offerings for previous semesters. 

 

 The result of this difficulty is that undergraduates may refrain from this more 

comprehensive research and rely only on the often polarized critiques currently made 

available to students within a single evaluation. We propose a system by which students can 

search evaluations by professor (in addition to by class) as well as improving the navigation 
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capabilities of the site so that comparisons of classes are easier. Students should be able to 

search by professor name, catalog number, and course title. 

 In addition to making the site easier to navigate, we recommend that more 

information from the evaluations be released. Currently, students are asked multiple 

questions when they complete evaluations, but they are only given the opportunity to read 

the responses to one of them. Students can only see answers to “what advice would you give 

other students taking this class?” Unfortunately, the answers to this question are often not 

particularly constructive, frequently consisting of sharp condemnations of the course or the 

professor on one side or general recommendations to “take this class” without much 

additionally commentary.  

 

 
Figure 6: The sections of course reviews that students can see are usually not descriptive or helpful. 

Students do provide other feedback when they submit course reviews, evaluating the lectures, 
precepts, and readings, but this information is currently withheld from other students.  

 

 Instead, to find the best fit for their academic interests and learning style, students 

would find it beneficial to read answers such as how the lectures and classes are structured, 

what other students thought about how the readings enhanced their understanding of the 

material, and to what degree the assignments or discussions prompted a deeper level of 

thought about the subject.  These answers would also be less prone to subjectivity and 

polarized opinions. 

 However, we do recognize that some of the commentary requested in the questions 

students currently cannot view is more of a conversation between the professors and 

students and should be restricted to that. Still, by rewording questions or adding others 

directed at helping students understand course structure and style better, we believe that this 

problem an be alleviated.  Students can say whatever they want on other course review 
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websites about professors.  By improving the University’s system to better meet the needs of 

students, the University retains control of the system that students are relying on rather than 

creating an unsatisfied need that pushes students to websites beyond the University’s 

jurisdiction. It is better for students that the system be improved, and it is better for the 

faculty and administration to keep students reliant on in-house systems rather than third 

party sites.  

Selecting Classes 
 After students have registered for classes and classes begin, there is still time to 

modify their course schedules. This section is concerned with the decisions students make to 

finalize their academic schedule at the beginning of each semester. In particular, it focuses 

on how Princeton’s shopping period—the two weeks at the beginning of each semester 

where students are encouraged to visit multiple classes and can freely add or drop classes—

impacts their decisions in finalizing their academic schedule. In this section, we analyze the 

ways in which students investigate their course options each semester. 

1.3  Create a universal deadline for course applications 

 One topic ALTA probed regarding course selection was whether inconsistent 

application deadlines for courses that require applications in order to enroll have limited 

students in pursuing their academic interests. For example, a class like Creative Writing 

might require interested students to submit a written application well before students can 

enroll online, and are later informed if they are selected to enroll. However, for those classes 

that require applications in order to enroll, the deadlines vary widely.   The Creative Writing 

course applications might be due two weeks before the Journalism course applications, 

which can be very confusing.  We found that this inconsistency has prevented four out of 

ten students from taking classes they may have otherwise been interested in. 
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Figure 7: There is no consistent application deadlines for classes, and this has contributed to over 40% 

of Princetonians being unable to take classes in which they had an interest.  The Dean’s Date 
deadline for academic work provides a good example of how a University-wide deadline can work 

effectively and reduce confusion. 	  

	  
 Therefore, we recommend that applications should be due at a universal deadline to 

alleviate the inconsistency. We believe this effort can be undertaken by the Registrar’s 

Office, through creating a system in SCORE or another online system where all classes with 

application deadlines are listed.  A further step would be to create a common system to 

collect applications, like the Common Application that has become popular for students 

applying to colleges.  This system would ask basic questions that all applications would 

generally have in common and then allow students to answer class-specific questions for 

each class to which they are applying. This online system would alleviate the concerns of 

professors who are off campus and would otherwise be reluctant to have a deadline when 

they are not on campus to accept applications. Instead, there could simply be a link on the 

course description site to a submission page for course applications. From here, students 

could submit their applications to a course-specific database and professors could access and 

review these applications at their convenience. This common deadline could be 

communicated to faculty by a letter from the Dean of the College and to the students 

through the emails sent by the Registrar’s Office a set time before this common application 

deadline.  

 Over time, this course application deadline could behave as a common and widely 

known due date. Professors would be able to reach out to a larger number of interested 
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students and still set their own parameters for what their individual applications would look 

like. Further, we would expect that they would still have the final say in when to notify 

applicants of the decision made on their application, thus maintaining their control over the 

process. Finally, with four out of ten students negatively impacted by inconsistent 

application deadlines, this recommendation would undoubtedly remove unnecessary 

frustration in a stressful part of the course selection process, so it seems in the best interest 

of both parties. 

 

1.4 Establish and implement a uniform break time for all 3-hour seminars during 
shopping period 

	   While previous recommendations look to expand the extent to which students are 

informed before classes, we also recognize that there are certain things students can gauge 

only when actually sitting in on the class, such as the professor’s teaching style and the 

classroom dynamic. One issue we explored was seeing how students were able to visit 

multiple classes in the first two weeks of the semester to find the best fit for their academic 

interests. We found that the most important concern was overlapping times in classes, and as 

we see on the chart below, about 90% of students reported that this limited their ability to 

shop classes.  

	  

 
Figure 8: The main problem students face when evaluating classes is not being able to be in multiple 
places at once.  Although we cannot suggest that student cloning is a good idea, there may be other 

ways to alleviate this problem.	  
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	   Though we recognize that constraints in scheduling would make a comprehensive 

solution of “overlapping class times” impractical, we did establish a recommendation that we 

believe would be relatively easy to implement and could positively impact a number of 

students and professors. To give students an ability to shop classes, including seminars, we 

recommend that all 3-hour seminars starting at 1:30 p.m. take a 10-minute break at 2:50 p.m. 

in the first week of the semester. Students shopping the seminar may come or leave without 

disrupting the class. This policy will help ensure a final group of students in the class are 

those most committed to the seminar, while allowing students who are not as committed the 

opportunity to explore other classes. 

 Of course, we recognize that such a policy would not fit all seminars and it is 

ultimately up to the professor as to whether or not such a break would occur. For professors 

who opt out of the opportunity, we would recommend that such information be clearly 

communicated. Again, we see the Registrar’s course information site the hub for this type of 

information. The site could communicate how the first seminar will be conducted and 

whether or not it would be appropriate for students to consider it as one of the classes they 

are shopping. With the benefit of increasing the degree to which students can attend more 

classes during shopping period, this policy could help promote more informed decisions on 

classes.    
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Middle of the Semester 

Recommendations 
2.1 Encourage professors to guide students through reading assignments 
2.2 Discourage large volumes of assigned reading during week six (midterm week) 
2.3 Exclude material covered during week six on midterms 
2.4 Promote precept standardization within departments 
2.5 Focus precepts on current material covered in lecture 
2.6 Allow collaboration between students where possible by acknowledging its 

benefits and encouraging the McGraw Center to implement study group pairing 
2.7 Make collaboration policies explicit 
2.8 Provide students with more research preparation for independent work 
2.9 Help students select advisors for independent work within departments 
2.10 Develop greater awareness of tutoring options 
2.11 Offer tutoring for upper-level classes 

Work and Study Habits 
 In order to facilitate the best classroom discussions between undergraduates, 

professors, and teaching assistants, it is important that students engage with their 

coursework on a deep level. There are various kinds of assignments which professors 

present to their students: reading, problem sets, Blackboard posts, papers, oral presentations, 

and laboratory reports. In this section, we explore students’ work and study habits. This 

includes students’ views on the volume of work they are assigned and their ability to 

complete this work. 

2.1  Encourage professors to guide students through reading assignments 

 How much work do students consider to be a manageable amount? We investigated 

this question to determine students’ habits and choices.    

 It was essential for us to quantify the disparity between the amount of work assigned 

to students, and how much of this work students actually complete. We believed that this 

disparity would appear most pronounced in reading assignments, which we saw in the 

profiles. Therefore, we presented students with a series of three questions regarding reading 

volume and time commitment. We asked how much reading they typically completed and 

then we asked how the amount of reading assigned impacted how much they read. Typically, 

students do 64% of reading assigned per week for each class. When students are assigned 
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less than 4 hours per week in that class, students are much more inclined to do their reading; 

they will do 79% of the reading. When students are assigned more than 4 hours per week in 

that class, students will only do 53% of the reading per week.  Therefore, it seems that very 

large quantities of reading create a problem. Even though more reading is assigned, students 

complete a smaller portion of this reading.  

 Additionally, we polled students about how much optional reading they completed 

per week to get a better handle on students’ weekly decisions about their work. We defined 

optional reading as readings on a course syllabus that the professor did not require students 

to read; optional readings supplement the weekly course load. We found that 75.8 % of 

students do none or some of the optional reading. That is not to say that these readings are 

not valuable – they are helpful for students with special interests or when writing papers – 

but mandatory assignments and readings from other classes tend to make it difficult to do 

optional reading.  It is clear to us that students are selective about the work they complete 

when under pressure.  

 Based on this information, we recommend that professors guide students through 

weekly reading by means of guiding questions or Blackboard posts, or by highlighting the 

most important pages of given reading. 

 Recognizing the fact that students are sometimes unable to complete all of the 

reading in time for class, we believe that these methods of guidance will allow students to 

better select the reading they plan to do each week for a given class, and professors will have 

more control over what students read.  A pragmatic approach is to identify either essential 

readings or passages, or provide questions for students to answer.  We believe this would 

result in students being better prepared for class.  It may very well be better that students 

complete a few of the highest priority readings, but do so thoroughly, than struggle to skim 

everything under pressure and end up remembering very little and being unable to 

participate in class. 

Midterm Week 
 Midterm week, the sixth week of the semester, is one of the busiest. Students 

manage their normal weekly workload, their normal weekly class schedule, but must also 

prepare for in-class midterm exams and midterm papers that can count for up to 40% of the 

final grade. Needless to say, this trifecta of work—compounded by the stress of time 
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management—makes for a demanding sixth week. We wanted to investigate the effects of 

midterm examinations and papers on student life during week six. 

2.2  Discourage large volumes of assigned reading during week six (midterm week) 

 Because midterm examinations and papers are essential components of most 

Princeton courses, we chose to target the more changeable components of midterm week, 

such as homework assigned during that period. We posed the question: “Homework 

assigned during midterm exam week has _____ impact on my performance on exams.” We 

allowed students to fill this statement in with one of six answers: an extremely positive, a 

somewhat positive, a somewhat negative, an extremely negative, unsure, or not applicable. 

Our results were as follows: 87.8% of students cited homework assigned during midterm 

exam week as having a somewhat or extremely negative impact on their midterm exam 

performance.  Trying to study for an exam while learning new material is like patting your 

head and rubbing your stomach; it’s really hard to do both well at the same time. 

 In order to alleviate some of the stress on students during this week, we encourage 

professors to be as sensitive as possible to the demands placed on students this week, even if 

that professor’s course does not have an exam.  They can assign particularly moderate 

amounts of work during the week, allowing students to best prepare for their examinations 

and devote themselves fully to their papers. An essential purpose of midterms is to solidify 

students’ understanding of previous material, and it can also let students catch up if they 

have fallen behind.  Trying to teach new material at the same time could hinder this. 

2.3  Exclude material covered during week six on midterms 

 We also encourage professors to test on material covered during weeks one through 

five, not material covered during week six. It is difficult for students to process information 

they have learned only the day before a midterm examination. This recommendation would 

allow students to digest information and provide more thoughtful responses on midterm 

examinations. Further, if students have fallen behind by this point in the semester, it will give 

them time to catch up and learn concepts they may have missed before proceeding to the 

second half of the semester that may build on these same concepts. 
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Precepts 
 An important part of the Princeton classroom experience is the precept (formally 

called the preceptorial). Large courses, consisting of two 50-minute lectures each week, 

typically have an additional 50-minute precept taught by a professor or graduate student. The 

precept allows students to ask detailed questions and engage more fully with the course 

material. Precepts can take different forms, depending on the nature of the course and on 

the demands of the syllabus. We asked students about their precept experiences in order to 

more fully understand how all facets of a course affect student learning. Students cite 

variability of instructional quality and grading across precepts within the same course as a 

concern. Students also cite a preference for reviewing material presented in class, instead of 

learning new material or reviewing assignments.  

2.4  Promote precept standardization within departments 

 The data indicates that, overall, 73% of students are somewhat or very satisfied with 

preceptors’ instruction at Princeton. Despite overall satisfaction with precepts at Princeton, 

86% of students believe that there is variability between precepts, which is concerning to 

76% of those students. Variability refers to the difference in quality or content of precepts. 

Concern about precept variability may stem from the fear that students in different precepts 

may be learning different material, which may give some students a disadvantage during class 

assessments. There might also be variability in the style and quality of the preceptors within a 

given course. The data suggests that while students are generally satisfied with the quality of 

precept instruction at Princeton, they are nonetheless concerned about the differences across 

precepts. 

 Because of this, we encourage each department to assess precept quality within the 

department and to provide additional support to preceptors to make the experience more 

uniform across precepts. This is already done in many classes, where professors spot-check 

grading among precepts to ensure consistency and help plan precepts.  We hope other 

classes will also adopt this or similar methods to make sure students receive a consistent 

experience regardless of the percept to which they were assigned.  This is a change that the 

professors and departments are best in a position to see through, as there is no university-

wide solution that seems more realistic.   
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Figure 9: Princeton students are generally happy with the quality of precept instruction, but almost 

one fourth of students are either somewhat or very dissatisfied. 

 
Figure 10: The vast majority of students have experienced variability among precepts in the same 
course.  Variability could mean variations in the teaching quality as well as the grading standards.  

 

2.5  Focus precepts on current material covered in lecture 

 ALTA also examined the best use of precept time and analyzed the results by 

discipline. Students in the social sciences and humanities believed that discussing current 

material—which was presented in that week’s lecture—is the best way to use precept time. 
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Students felt similarly in science and engineering classes, but also noted the value of going 

over papers and assignments during precepts. 

 
Figure 11: Students strongly prefer discussing current material in humanities and social science 

precepts when compared to other options.  In this and the graph below, the unit is weight points. 
These values indicate the sum of points assigned according to student preferences.  Student’s first 
preference among X options is assigned X weight points, and students last preference is assigned 1 

point. Higher sums indicate more importance. 

 
 

 
Figure 12: Students also rank current material as highest in natural science and engineering classes, 

but going over assignments or papers is also relatively more important.  Because the number of 
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students responding to this question differs from that above, the raw weight points are not 
comparable, only their relative sizes. 

 
 While we recognize that precepts can take various forms, especially across 

disciplines, we encourage professors to utilize precept as a time to discuss current material in 

more depth so students have the ability to ask questions, engage in discussion with other 

students, and understand the material on a deeper level. We recognize that the short teaching 

semester is limiting to professors who want to cover more material than can fit in 24 

lectures.  However, we encourage professors to give students the opportunity to delve 

deeper into less material or others the chance to catch up if they have fallen behind. 

Collaboration 
 Peer-to-peer learning outside of the classroom is a vital aspect of an undergraduate 

degree. This type of learning takes many forms: group projects, study groups to review 

problem sets and study for exams, and collaborative essays. If done effectively, collaboration 

enables students to engage with the class material in new and beneficial ways. To that end, 

ALTA examined the impact of collaboration on students’ learning experiences and found 

that students have very positive experiences when working with peers. 

2.6  Allow collaboration between students where possible by acknowledging its 
benefits and encouraging the McGraw Center to implement study group pairing  

 Overall, 79% of students believe that collaboration on homework has a strongly or 

somewhat positive impact on their learning. The data shows that study groups formed by 

professors and students alike have had an overwhelmingly positive impact on students’ 

learning experiences. Furthermore, research shows that collaboration has successful 

outcomes on learning, especially with respect to critical thinking.1  

 

                                                
1 Gokhale, A.A. (2005). Collaborative Learning Enhances Critical Thinking. Journal of Technology Education 7(1). 
Retrieved from http://scholar.lib.vt.edu/ejournals/JTE/v7n1/gokhale.jte-v7n1.html 
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Figure 13: Students generally have positive experiences with collaboration on homework, which 

suggests that this is a way to improve students’ academic experiences. 

 

 
Figure 14: The same is true for studying together. Students who study together tend to associate this 

with a very positive impact on their academic experience. 

 
 
 Given that students believe collaboration has a positive impact on their academic 

experience, ALTA asked students why they did not form study groups. The leading reason 

was that students did not have friends in the class, with the second reason being that the 

material was not conducive to group work.   
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 The pairing difficulties be remedied in two ways. First, ALTA, with faculty support, 

aims to create a culture change, whereby it is socially acceptable to contact fellow peers 

(whom they have never before met) to work on assignments together. Second, ALTA would 

like to work in conjunction with the McGraw Center, an academic resource on campus, to 

establish peer study groups for large classes, where students may be unable to form 

relationships with peers themselves. Through an electronic system, the McGraw Center can 

pair together students who are interested in being part of a study group. 

 

 
Figure 15: The main reason students do not form in study groups is because they have trouble finding 
partners.  This seems like something that can be addressed. The fact that material is not conducive to 
group work is something that can only be addressed by altering the material itself, which is not always 

possible.    

 

2.7  Make collaboration policies explicit 

 In doing coursework, students are careful to ensure that they do not violate 

University policies on academic integrity. Given this concern and students’ desire for 

collaboration, professors should be as explicit as possible at all times with their collaboration 

policies so that students understand what is and is not permitted. Since we have found that 

collaboration has a positive impact on students, we suggest that it be encouraged wherever 

possible.  Professors should set their own collaboration policy in line with the purpose of the 
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assignments or course and effectively communicate their policy with their students. 

Professors can communicate their collaboration policy in the following ways: 

• Write the policy on the syllabus 

• Articulate the policy in the first week of class 

• Write the policy on each assignment 

Independent Work  
 Independent work is a large part of the Princeton experience junior and senior years. 

In addition to a full course load, juniors devote several hours each week to completing their 

independent work under the guidance of an assigned or selected faculty member. Junior 

independent work is seen as a bridge from professor-guided class assignments to 

independently-conducted research. Some departments encourage seniors to begin 

developing their thesis idea as early as the January before their senior year. Furthermore, 

many seniors decide to utilize Princeton’s plethora of resources and connections to travel 

domestically or abroad to conduct original research. Given its importance, it is critical that 

this experience be meaningful to students and professors alike. ALTA examined how the 

University could enable more meaningful independent work during junior and senior years 

by targeting the preparation process. 

 

2.8  Provide students with more research preparation for independent work 

 The results from the survey indicate that juniors and seniors have mixed feelings 

regarding their preparedness for independent work. 52% of students felt somewhat or very 

prepared for independent work in the junior year, while 22% of students felt unprepared or 

extremely unprepared for junior independent work.  
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Figure 16: A significant minority (22%) of students felt unprepared to take on independent work 

during junior year.  Considering how important independent work is at Princeton, this is worthwhile 
to address. 

 Among juniors and seniors, there was a desire for more research skills prior to 

starting independent work junior year. Research skills include both quantitative (e.g. 

gathering and analyzing data) and qualitative analysis (e.g. using databases to search academic 

journals). 
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Figure 17: Students indicated that they felt they could use more help with research skills and choosing 

an adviser.  Since these both are generally department-specific, it seems that the departments are in 
the best position to address this need. 

 

 Each department requires different research skills to be utilized for independent 

work. Therefore, independent work preparedness is something best addressed by 

departments. ALTA encourages departments to evaluate independent work preparedness 

and offer skill development workshops or programs in response to what students read. 

Furthermore, better preparedness may encourage students to begin their independent work 

earlier in the semester, thereby producing more thoughtful research and work. 

 

2.9  Help students select advisors for independent work within departments 

 Students also noted that they would have liked more help with choosing an adviser 

before starting independent work. Given that students would like more guidance when 

choosing an adviser, ALTA encourages departments to create an “Adviser Database,” or 

online Wiki, with all the professors who have volunteered to be advisers and their specific 

area of research. The database would enable students to more effectively research professors 

and see what types of students they’ve advised in the past. Some departments already 
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provide this type of information, including the Woodrow Wilson School and the Computer 

Science Department. ALTA hopes other departments will consider creating a similar system 

by which students can research potential advisers.  

Resources 
 To aid students in their coursework, Princeton offers a number of academic 

resources beyond the classroom. ALTA examined students’ knowledge of and experience 

with the McGraw Center, the Writing Center, and tutoring services. While many more 

academic resources exist at Princeton, ALTA decided to focus on these three resources, as 

they affect all students at Princeton. 

 The McGraw Center works with teachers and graduate students in the teaching 

process and aids students through the learning process. In practice, the McGraw Center 

offers a range of programs for undergraduates, including study halls, review sessions, 

academic skills workshops, tutors, and learning strategies consultations. The study halls, 

which include group tutoring, are primarily available for 100-level classes, thereby making it 

difficult to receive academic support for higher level classes. For graduate students, who are 

learning how to teach, the McGraw Center offers professional development workshops, 

instructional consultations, and a teaching roadmap. For faculty, the McGraw Center offers 

pedagogy programs and workshops, instructional consultations, new faculty orientation, and 

mentoring funding for lunches with graduate students helping with a course.  

 While the McGraw Center is focused on providing students with a wide range of 

academic assistance for different types of classes, the Writing Center offers specialized help 

with writing assignments through peer consultations and formal writing programs. With 

permission of the instructor, students seeking extra help on a writing assignment can 

schedule an appointment at the Writing Center to meet with a Writing Center fellow to 

review his or her paper. 

 Princeton also offers tutoring services through residential colleges. Students may also 

choose to hire their own tutor for courses that do not have tutors available through the 

residential colleges.  

 The survey found that while students believe they are familiar with the offerings of 

each of the services examined, less than half of the students surveyed have taken advantage 

of these resources. 
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2.10  Develop greater awareness of tutoring options 

 While 82% of students believe they are very or somewhat familiar with the McGraw 

Center’s offerings, 52% of the student body has not taken advantage of McGraw’s offerings. 

Of the 48% of students who have used the McGraw Center, 54% indicated having a very 

positive or positive experience there. 

 

 
Figure 18: The majority of students have not had enough experience with the McGraw center to 

comment, but a majority of those that did comment had positive or very positive experiences.  This 
suggests that the McGraw Center could be of more overall benefit if more students engaged with it. 

 The survey showed that 59% of students had utilized the Writing Center at some 

point in their Princeton career. 70% of students surveyed believe they are very or somewhat 

familiar with the Writing Center’s offerings. Of the students who have utilized the Writing 

Center, 56% indicated that the Writing Center had a positive impact on their Princeton 

experience.  
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Figure 19: The Writing Center’s impact follows the same trend as the McGraw Center.  A large portion 

of students do not engage with the Writing Center, but those that do have positive experiences.   

 Over 90% of students who have utilized tutoring services at Princeton used a 

residential college-sponsored tutor. The survey indicates that tutoring resources may be an 

underutilized resource at Princeton, as only 19% of students have had a tutor at Princeton. 

61% of those students, however, said they had a very or somewhat positive experience with 

tutoring at Princeton. Furthermore, 35% of students who had not had a tutor indicated that 

they would like to have had one.  

 
Figure 20: There is a significant minority of students (35%) that may have wanted a tutor even though 

they did not ever have one. 
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 The data shows similar results for utilization of all resources when analyzed by year 

and degree (AB or BSE). 
 From this data, tutoring is an underutilized resource at Princeton. This may be a 

product of social taboos associated with tutoring. ALTA encourages residential college 

academic deans to emphasize the merits of tutoring and present it as a viable option to more 

students looking to receive additional help in a course.  Further, the USG can attempt to 

reduce the stigma associated with asking for academic help through special events or 

programs. 

2.11  Offer tutoring for upper level classes 

 Whether through residential college peer tutors or the McGraw Center, there is 

currently no way for students to receive official help in upper-level classes beyond their 

teaching staff. ALTA encourages the McGraw Center and residential colleges to consider 

expanding tutoring options to upper-level classes, where possible, so students in more 

advanced classes can receive similar opportunities as those in entry level classes. 
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End of the Semester 

Recommendations 
3.1 Implement system for giving feedback during the semester 
3.2 Ask more in-depth questions on course reviews 
3.3 Inform students about the recipients of course reviews 
3.4 Encourage professors to consider giving more frequent assessments 
3.5 Allow rescheduling of exams within a 24-hour period 
3.6 Amend pass/D/fail policy to allow students to rescind pass/D/fail after seeing 

final grade 
3.7 Discourage professors from justifying lower grades by using the grading policy 

Mid-Semester Feedback 
 Registrar-administered course evaluations give students the opportunity to voice 

feedback.  However, these evaluations are only completed at the end of each semester, after 

the professor has already finished teaching their courses.  As of now, there is no distinct 

opportunity for students to give feedback to professors during the semester, when professors 

can still use it and incorporate it into their teaching. Ideally students would directly contact 

the professor, but they may be concerned to volunteer unsolicited critical feedback. 

3.1  Implement system for giving feedback during the semester 

 We recommend that a special opportunity for mid-semester feedback to professors 

be created.  66% of students strongly or somewhat support having the option to give 

feedback after midterm week. 
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Figure 21: Students are in favor of having a special opportunity at the midpoint of the semester to 

provide feedback to the professor. Professors may then be able to make minor changes to the course 
(e.g. the font on slides is too small, or some policy is confusing). 

 We believe that the seventh week of classes is the best time to administer midterm 

evaluations—so that undergraduates have had a weeklong break to reflect on their 

experience thus far, so that they are not simply venting right after midterms. 

 These evaluations should be tailored to give the most helpful information possible to 

professors.  They should avoid, as much as possible, subjective questions that would elicit 

responses such as “I hate this class” or “the prof is so hot.”  Instead, they should ask specific 

guiding questions, such as:  “What do enjoy most about this course?”  “If there is one thing 

you could change, what would it be and why?”  “How many hours per week are you 

spending on work for this class?” The answers to these can be very helpful to professors. 

 Any mechanisms for students to voice feedback raises three natural concerns:  First, 

one might argue that feedback should be a private conversation between a student and his 

teacher.  If a student has concerns, large or small, he should meet with the professor to 

discuss them.  The unfortunate reality, however, is that most students do not feel 

comfortable meeting with a professor in person to give feedback.  Even the friendliest 

professors can sometimes be intimidating, and students do not want to “bother” them, or 

are afraid of the repercussions of giving honest feedback.  The anonymity provided by 
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establishing a system for midterm evaluations gives all students an opportunity to voice their 

feedback, without such concerns. 

 Another concern is that, given that the evaluations are written anonymously, 

students may feel like they are free to be harsh and even hurtful in their feedback.  There are 

two sides to this issue. On the one hand, if a professor could improve something about the 

class, they deserve to know before the semester is over rather than be caught by surprised 

when the students provide feedback in the end-of-semester course reviews after it is too late 

to address.  Students should feel comfortable expressing legitimate concerns, and giving 

constructive suggestions for how to alleviate problems. Professors want to each well, and 

students want to learn well, and this type of information exchange can help each achieve 

their goal. 

 On the other hand, although professors might be disappointed to receive negative 

feedback, there is a clear difference between such constructive feedback and between 

personal, offensive comments.  The evaluations should make clear that, although they are 

anonymous to professors, students are still responsible for what they say, and a record of 

who wrote what will be kept.  Using offensive language in an evaluation should be addressed 

the same way that it would be addressed if it were said to the professor’s face. 

 Professors might find that it is too late in the semester to incorporate the feedback 

into their teaching or that students do not actually know what is best for them.  But this 

should not be a reason not to receive feedback; there is no obligation to read or act on it. If 

someone writes, “I would have appreciated a more thorough overview of the course on the 

first day,” the professor can only use this information the next time he teaches the course.  

There are other possible responses, though, which the professor might find useful and easy 

to begin incorporating, such as “I think we should spend less time going over homework in 

class so we can have longer discussions.” 

 These are meant to be suggestions for professors (not a judgment upon them), and 

are intended to start a dialogue.  Therefore, we think that only professors should be able to 

read them, and not department heads or administrators.  

 We believe the USG should create a system online, whereby students can log in 

during the seventh week of classes, and answer the same set of questions for each of their 

courses.  Given its success with previous web applications for students, the USG has 

established proficiency with projects like this. The feedback for each course will be 
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automatically aggregated and emailed to the corresponding professor. This system could be 

piloted with several departments before being expanded school-wide.  

 The hope is that, over time, midterm feedback will become a more significant part of 

Princeton academics.  Eventually, perhaps they can be administered by individual 

departments, so that questions can be tailored to specific fields of study. 

We are currently recommending the USG-implemented because the USG can work 

on short timelines.  It would be infeasible to ensure that every department creates its own 

evaluations in the immediate future.  That’s why we suggest a centralized system. 

Course Reviews 
 Students cite the unofficial, USG-created Student Course Guide (SCG) as the second 

most important influence in selecting courses, even though few new reviews are written.  

The Registrar evaluations, on the other hand, are mandatory for students to fill out, and are 

thus a more reliable source of information, although they ask different questions than the 

SCG.  Students would like to get more use out of these evaluations. 

3.2  Ask more in-depth questions on course reviews 

	   Our results show that the SCG is the second most important factor in selecting 

courses, one notch above the Registrar’s evaluations (see Figure 2 on page 59). However, 

because filling out course reviews for the SCG is completely optional, very few students still 

write them.  For example, the last review of ECO 101 is from the fall of 2008 (nearly 4 years 

ago).  The fact that students are still so interested in the SCG despite its scarcity of reviews is 

extremely telling.  Clearly, something about the format of the SCG just works.  Specifically, 

there are two questions in the SCG that are not present in the Registrar’s feedback form. 

 The SCG asks about the “amount of time per week you spent on this class, relative 

to the other courses you took in the same semester.” When students plan their course load 

as a whole, it is crucial that they balance their workload carefully.  Taking four courses which 

require “a lot more” work relative to other classes is generally a bad idea—but there is no 

way for students to prevent this without having the information.  The Registrar’s questions 

for a course do ask about the number of hours of work per week—but these responses are 

not available for other students to view. 

 In the SCG, the review for each professor is kept separate from the review for each 

course. A student may appreciate his professor’s teaching skill, but be disappointed with the 
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curriculum, for example.  If there is no separate review for the professor, the student may 

say that he is dissatisfied with the course—and other students reading that review will have 

lost potentially helpful information about how good the professor is. 

 There is another huge advantage to having separate reviews for professors and 

courses.  If a new course is taught by an experienced professor, students will at least have 

some information on it.  Similarly, if an established course is taught by a new professor, 

students will still be able to read about the course’s curriculum, workload, etc.  

 In order to make sure students have as much information as possible when selecting 

courses—and are not making decisions based on information from 2008—we suggest that 

the Registrar consider improving its course evaluation process.  The questions could be 

made to emulate those of the Student Course Guide, specifically:  1) asking about how much 

work the course required relative to other courses, and 2) having a separate feedback form 

for each course’s professor.  All of these responses should be made available for students to 

read.  (Possible drawbacks of providing more information to students are examined in the 

“Analysis” section of the “Midterm Feedback” topic; the same counter-arguments apply 

here as well.) 

 In some cases, a student will drop a course midway through the semester.  These 

students, however, are not given the equal opportunity to give feedback for the course they 

dropped.  When other students read evaluations, then, they only know the opinions of 

students who liked the course enough to stay in it. Students who remained in a course for at 

least six weeks, but then dropped it, should also be given the opportunity to review it. 

 

3.3  Inform students about the recipients of course reviews 

 In addition, in order to better guide students in the writing of these reviews, the 

Registrar should consider telling students what they will be used for.  Perhaps in the emails 

that are sent at the end of each semester to remind students to review their courses, there 

could be one or two paragraphs explaining who will read this feedback and what it will be 

used for.  There could also be a short list of “best practices” for writing reviews. These 

might include being as objective as possible, providing details rather than generalizations, 

etc. 

Most of the responses students given in the Registrar reviews are not made available 

for other students to read.  Students may like to know, then, what these responses are being 
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used for.  Is the professor reading them?  Is the department head reading them?  Why?  

Knowing the answers to these questions will help guide students to write better feedback. 

 

Examinations 
 When the 12-week teaching period ends, there is a week-and-a-half of reading 

period, followed by Dean’s Date (on which all final written work is due), then a week-and-a-

half exam period for final in-class and take-home assessments.  The exam period is a major 

source of stress for students—mainly because of the inflexible scheduling of the exams, and 

the fact that they often count for a large portion a student’s grade. 

3.4  Encourage professors to consider giving more frequent assessments 

	   Some courses at Princeton weigh 50% of the grade on a final exam or final paper.  In 

many cases, students’ performance on these finals is somewhat correlated with their final 

exam schedule.  Consider someone who has three papers due on Dean’s Date, a final the 

next day, and another final the next day (followed by a week-and-a-half of absolutely free 

time).  He will need to study while writing his essays, and keep track of material for multiple 

courses in his head at once.  On the other hand, if his exams have a few days’ space between 

them, he will be able to study better and likely perform better. 

 There already exists a policy, whereby a student with two final exams on the same 

day is allowed to reschedule one of them.  However, it is still possible for someone to have 

an exam that ends at 10:30pm at night, followed by another at 9am the next morning.  This 

situation could even be worse than having two exams on the same day, since it is almost 

impossible to get enough sleep.  The “safeguard” policy should be extended to allow 

students to reschedule exams that fall inside the same 24-hour period, a recommendation 

explored more next. 

 One solution would be a completely flexible exam schedule whereby students choose 

when to take their exams. This proposal, however, creates a host of unanswerable questions.  

Where will students take their exams?  How do we guarantee no one cheats?  Having a 

totally open exam schedule seems presently infeasible on our campus, but other universities 

have successfully implemented it. 

Instead, it makes more sense to suggest that less weight be put on the final exam. In 

order to do so, we recommend that professors schedule more midterms, papers, or forms of 
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assessment throughout the semester. If students have multiple midterms throughout the 

semester instead, there will be much less pressure to perform better on the final.  Less of the 

student’s grade will depend on uncontrollable variables, such as his exam schedule, and 

whether or not he was sick on the day of the final.  In addition, students will find it easier to 

study for the final exam if it is not the first time they are reviewing the material.  If they had 

to review one topic for a quiz a few weeks earlier, studying it for the final will be much less 

difficult. 

 Having more frequent opportunities to engage with the material comes with the 

added benefit of better retention.2 Studying a topic more times will help students remember 

it for longer after the course has ended.  Instead of cramming for one final, students will 

have been forced to learn and re-learn it multiple times.  Students themselves agree with this 

fact—over 69% of students believe they learn material better in classes with frequent quizzes 

or multiple exams. 

 
Figure 22: Students indicate that they believe they learn better in classes with frequent quizzes or 
exams.  Research agrees that more opportunities for students to engage with material promotes 

learning.  Therefore, we suggest that students learn best when the assessment for a course is spread 
out more evenly over the semester rather than concentrated to midterm and final exams.	  

                                                
2 See http://news.wustl.edu/news/Pages/6715.aspx, http://blog.questionmark.com/dont-believe-quizzes-and-
tests-help-retention-heed-the-evidence).   
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3.5  Allow rescheduling of exams within a 24-hour period 

 In addition, we recommend that the Registrar extend their considerate exam 

overcrowding policy, to prevent students from being forced to take two 3-hour long exams 

in the same 24-hour period. In lieu of a more complicated change, like a flexible exam 

schedule, the fact that there is already a system in place that only needs to be modified 

slightly makes this the best present solution. 

Pass/D/Fail Policy 
 Students currently have the ability to elect the pass/D/fail option for four classes 

during their time at Princeton.  A student using a pass/D/fail grade option in a class receives 

a P if they earn an A, B, or C grade, a D if they earn a D, and an F if they fail the class.  

Currently, the pass/D/fail option is selected between the seventh and ninth week of classes 

and students are allowed to pass/D/fail four courses during their time at Princeton.  Once 

they select the pass/D/fail option, however, they have no mechanism to retain the grade 

they receive in the class, should they wish to.   

3.6  Amend pass/D/fail policy to allow students to rescind pass/D/fail after seeing 
final grade 

 The Undergraduate Announcement states that “the intent of the pass/D/fail option 

is to encourage exploration and experimentation in curricular areas in which the student may 

have had little or no previous experience. “  According to the survey, most indicate using the 

pass/D/fail to reduce their course load during the semester and as a safeguard in courses in 

departments with which they have little experience.  We believe a change could be made to 

the policy that would incentivize students to earn the highest grades they can.  89% of 

undergraduates strongly or somewhat support having the option to rescind a pass/D/fail 

after receiving their final grade in a course.  

 A pass/D/fail change would affect both students and faculty.  Currently, students 

have a disincentive to stay fully involved in a course for which they are using a pass/D/fail.  

Whether they receive an A+ or a C-, it will just be a P on their transcript. With various other 

commitments and graded classes, a student would get a better result by doing what’s 

minimally required to pass a pass/D/fail course and focus on courses that are fully graded. 

This is not laziness that causes students to “check out” of pass/D/fail classes but 
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prioritization based on the potential outcomes of their time management decisions.   

Therefore, if they have the option to rescind a pass/D/fail, some students may have an 

incentive to put their best effort into the course throughout the entire semester. 

 Through discussions with the advisory board, we have found that professors are 

sometimes able to identify which students are using pass/D/fail even though they are not 

formally notified who is using which grading option, since these students often “check out”.  

If more students were involved throughout the semester, for example, in course discussions, 

professors would be more satisfied with student work and the classroom environment. 

 One concern about changing pass/D/fail policy is that the pass/D/fail is a grade 

management tool.  The survey shows that most students do not elect to pass/D/fail as a 

form of grade management, but as a method of exploration.  One may be concerned that the 

option of rescinding the pass/D/fail would allow students to pass/D/fail classes to protect 

against a bad grade. We are not suggesting a grade eraser; students will not be able to 

retroactively elect to pass/D/fail under this suggestion.  Further, a rescinded pass/D/fail 

will still count as one of their four opportunities to pass/D/fail while at Princeton.  This 

change will not provide any new ways for students to use the pass/D/fail policy in a way 

contrary to its intentions.  Therefore, we don’t see this as a tradeoff but rather as a win for 

students, faculty, and administrators.  This policy change will promote academic exploration 

by giving students more incentive to succeed when exploring new disciplines. 

 In order to encourage student involvement and effort in courses, the faculty should 

vote to allow students to rescind their pass/D/fail decision after seeing their final grade.  

Students cannot elect to pass/D/fail after seeing the final grade, only rescind it; and it will 

still count for one of their four pass/D/fails at Princeton. Students will only be allowed to 

rescind their pass/D/fail during a three week rescind period following the end of the 

semester during which they took the course, meaning students cannot wait until before they 

graduate to determine if they wish to keep the grade or not based on whether the grade will 

improve their GPA. 

Grading Feedback 
 Students believe that they are not receiving timely and comprehensive feedback on 

assessments. Additionally, many students have at one point received feedback from 

professors that cites grading policy as the justification for a grade instead of the quality of 
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work itself.  The purpose of the grading policy adopted in 2005 was to restore meaning to 

grades in order to provide better feedback for students.  Therefore, justifying grades using 

the policy without providing only constructive feedback seems inconsistent with the aims of 

the policy and those of the University. 

 
Figure 23: Grades have a strong or some psychological impact on 88% of students, but this rarely 

comes up as an issue when discussing grading on campus.   

3.7  Discourage professors from justifying lower grades by using the grading policy 

	   Princeton’s grading policy sets a goal of limiting “A” grades to 35% of the grades 

given out in a department.  The majority of students oppose this policy.  56% of students 

oppose or strongly oppose this grading policy, 27% support or strongly support it and 17% 

are unsure or have no opinion.  The rate at which students report the policy being 

misapplied is very concerning.  46% of all students have had at least one experience where a 

professor justified a grade by citing grading policy.  This means that almost half of 

undergraduates have asked a professor why they received the grade they did and the 

professor has cited grade deflation as a reason for the given grade rather than the quality of 

the student’s work.  This is problematic because the grading policy states that a professor 

should give a student the grade they deserve, even if the number of “A” grades given 

exceeds grading policy’s target.  So when a professor justifies grades using policy, this is not 

only misapplication of the policy and unhelpful to the student who is looking to improve, 

but it also leads to confusion and dissatisfaction among students. Attributing grades to 
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arbitrary and uncontrollable cutoffs creates harmful anxiety among students that is damaging 

to mental health and the campus environment. 

 The Dean of the College should clarify in a yearly letter that grading policy is not 

intended to serve as the justification for giving a lower grade for those that do deserve an 

“A” grade.  To ensure that students receive substantive feedback when they inquire about a 

grade, professors should be discouraged from mentioning grading policy in discussions 

about student grades. Professors should also avoid effectively saying during the first lecture 

“look to your left, look to your right: only one of you can get an A in this class,” which 

contributes to detrimental anxiety among students. Ideally, by avoiding the topic of grading 

policy, professors will be better able to show students exactly how the student work did not 

meet their expectations.  This constructive feedback will hopefully show students what they 

did well, what they did not do well, and what they can improve upon for future assessments.   
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Next Steps 
 Being a worldwide leader in undergraduate education requires that Princeton 

continue to innovate and improve the processes of teaching and learning in its classrooms.  

We hope that this report will inspire discussion among administrators, faculty, and students. 

If we want to see improvement, then each group of stakeholders must do its part.  

 While we believe we have accomplished our original two goals of providing a 

snapshot of academics and proposing improvements, this report is only the first step in 

bringing about important changes to Princeton academics. We will rely on the USG to see 

through the recommendations we have made.  The 2012 USG president, Bruce Easop, has 

already begun planning for this and will likely form a new committee for this purpose.  

Furthermore, since this report also serves as a contemporary snapshot of undergraduate 

academic life, we hope that readers in the future will find this information valuable for 

comparison in any future discussion about Princeton academics.     

 

LONG LIVE WHITE TEXT!
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Summary of 
Recommendations 
Beginning of the Semester 

1.1 Provide more published information on classes 
1.2 Improve access to SCORE course evaluations 
1.3 Create a universal deadline for course applications 
1.4 Establish and implement a uniform break time for all 3-hour seminars during 

shopping period 
 
During the Semester 

2.1 Encourage professors to guide students through reading assignments 
2.2 Discourage large volumes of assigned reading during week six (midterm week) 
2.3 Exclude material covered during week six on midterms 
2.4 Promote precept standardization within departments 
2.5 Focus precepts on current material covered in lecture 
2.6 Allow collaboration between students where possible by acknowledging its 

benefits and encouraging the McGraw Center to implement study group pairing 
2.7 Make collaboration policies explicit 
2.8 Provide students with more research preparation for independent work 
2.9 Help students select advisors for independent work within departments 
2.10 Develop greater awareness of tutoring options 
2.11 Offer tutoring for upper-level classes 

 
End of the Semester 

3.1 Implement system for giving feedback during the semester 
3.2 Ask more in-depth questions on course reviews 
3.3 Inform students about the recipients of course reviews 
3.4 Encourage professors to consider giving more frequent assessments 
3.5 Allow rescheduling of exams within a 24-hour period 
3.6 Amend pass/D/fail policy to allow students to rescind pass/D/fail after seeing 

final grade 
3.7 Discourage professors from justifying lower grades by using the grading policy 
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